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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
146th COMMENCEMENT 
The University of Dayton regards its Commencement Exercises as among the 
most important ceremonial occasions of the academic year. These exercises are filled 
with symbols and traditions designed to remind us all of the thousands of years that 
universities have existed and their noble purposes. 
The academic costumes of various colors and types are part of the symbolism. 
They are described on page 49 of this program. The bright blue gowns with black 
trim are worn by those faculty who are serving as University Marshals for today's 
ceremony (see page two of this program). The Marshals wear these distinctive 
gowns as identification of their official capacity to direct the processionals of admini-
strators, faculty, and students who wear the more conventional ceremonial garb and 
mortarboard. 
The chief University Marshal carries the University mace and the President 
wears the President's medallion. On stage are the United States and papal flags. So, too, 
the music that is played and the words that are spoken have special significance. For 
example, the deans who have been responsible for the education of the students 
"present" the students as worthy of graduation to the President. In turn, the President 
confers the degrees on behalf of the University. 
At our Commencement ceremonies, which differ from many universities, each 
student's name is read and the President then congratulates that student. The University 
believes that this is an important part of the graduation ceremony. The University also 
has a tradition of faculty coming from their seats behind the stage to congratulate the 
graduating students. These traditions symbolize the caring and person-oriented spirit 
of the University. 
The University hopes you will both enjoy and respect this Commencement. 
You can do both by standing for the processional, the invocation, and the National 
Anthem; by listening during the awarding of the degrees, and by standing to sing the 
University of Dayton Anthem (see the back cover) and for the recessional. We are the 
University of Dayton community, a community which respects and cares for each 
other. This 146th Conunencernent marks another beginning. Let us rejoice together. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Thorr.as j. Danis, Chair; James F. Fitz, S.M., Vice Chair; Raymond L. 
Fitz, S.M., Secretary; Richard A. Abdoo, Susan K. Beck, John W. 
Berry, Sr., Jerome P. Bishop, Sr., Margaret A. Cavanaugh, Michael 
E. Ervin, Richard H. Finan, Richard F. Glennon, Stephen M. Glodek, 
S.M., Max Gutmann, Jane G. Haley, Allen M. Hill, Cordel W. Hull, 
Joseph H. Kamis, S.M., George P. Kooluris , Dolores R. Leckey, Paul 
M. Marshall, S.M., Charles R. McNamee, Mary C. Mathews, Stanley 
G. Mathews, S.M., Clayton L. Mathile, John]. Moder, S.M., Colombe 
M. Nicholas, Charles H. Noll , Ronald L. Overman, S.M., David C. 
Phillips, Thomas M. Roberts, John L. Schaefer, Jerome P. Vander 
Horst, William S. Weprin. 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
William S. Anderson, Norman P. Auburn, William R. Behringer, S.M., 
Marion F. Belka, S.M., William Bruggeman, S.M., Terry D. Carder, 
Victor J. Cassano, Sr., George C. Cooper, Junius E. Cromartie, Jr. , 
L. William Crotty, Robert E. Frazer, Norman L. Gebhart, Thomas F. 
Giardino, S.M., James J. Gilvary, Stanley Z. Greenberg, Sarah E. 
Harris, Anthony J. Ipsaro, Richard J. Jacob, John J. Jansen, S.M., 
Eugene C. Kennedy, Virginia W. Kettering, Thomas A. Klein, 
Maurice F. Krug, Peter H. Kuntz, R. Stanley Laing, Daniel ]. 
Mahoney, Bruno V. Manno, Robert S. Margolis, Thomas 0. Mathues, 
Marie-Louise McGinnis, James W. McSwiney, Dennis I. Meyer, 
Gerald M. Miller, Bette Rogge Morse, Robert S. Oelman, Gerald S. 
Office, Jr. , Lloyd H. O'Hara, Anthony J. Pistone, S.M., John J. 
Schneider, S.M., William P. Sherman, Pfeife Smith, Richard L. Terrell, 
John F. Torley, C. William Verity, Hugh E. Wall, Jr., Frederick S. 
Wood, Louis Wozar, Perry B. Wydman. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., President; James L. Heft, S.M., Provost; 
Bernard J. Ploeger, S.M., Senior Vice President for Administration; 
William C. Schuerman, Vice President for Student Development and 
Dean of Students; Frances Evans Ary, Vice President for University 
Advancement; Christopher Conlon, S.M., Director of Campus Min-
istry; Gordon A. Sargent, Vice President for Graduate Studies and 
Research and Dean of Graduate Studies; Thon:ias E. Burkhardt, Vice 
President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer, Ted L. Kissell, Director 
of Athletics. 
UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
George B. Shaw, Department of Civil Engineerin,rMarshal 
ASSIST ANT MARSHALS 
David W. Ahern, Department of Political Science 
Eugene R. August, Department of English 
B. ]. Bedard, Department of Englisb 
Ron ]. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
James F. Courtright, Department of Industrial Engineering Tecbnology 
Steven P. Dandaneau, Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work 
Barbara M. Deluca, Department of Education 
E. James Dunne, School of Business Administration 
Albert V. Fratini, Department of Chemistry 
]. William Frie l, Department of Mathematics 
Carl F. Friese, Department of Biology 
Thomas E. Gantner, Department of Mathematics 
Patricia A. Johnson, Department of Philosophy 
William F. Lewis, Department of Management/Marketing 
Donald W. Morefield, Department of Health, Physical Education, and Sport Science 
Daniel F. Palmert, Registrar 
Julia A. Palmert, Department of Human Ecology 
John E. Rapp, School of Business Administration 
Aimie B. Revere, Department of Counselor Education and Human Services 
Thomas W. Rueth, Department of Counselor Education 
Tony E. Saliba, Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering 
Thomas D. Skill , Department of Communication 
H. Roberta Weaver, Department of Teacher Education 
Timothy A. Wilbers, Department of Visual Arts 
READERS 
Judith P. Allik, Department of Psychology 
Francis]. Henninger, Department of English 
Donald]. Polzella, Department of Psychology 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for degrees. Last minute additions or 
deletions must often be made after the program has been printed. The official list of the names 
of graduates is deposited in the Office of the Registrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University Marshal, are permitted to take 
photographs on the floor. 
Guests and visitors may take photographs from the stands only. 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M. 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNNERSITY 
Presiding 
PROCESSIONAL .................................... .... ..... ..... .. ... .. ... ..... .. ... .. .. .......... .. ..... ................. Ruth Wert 
INVOCATION .... ........... ... .. .. ......... .... .. ... ................... ... .............. .. ... ... ... ... .. . Chris W. Conlon, S.M. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ........ ... .. .. ...... .. ..... ............. ...... ........ ... ... ... .. .... Elizabeth Lynn Bounds 
Music 
WELCOMING REMARKS ............ .. .... .... .. .... ... ... .. .. ....... ....................... ...... .... ..... .. 7bomasj. Danis 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ............... .. .. .. .. ... .... .... .......... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ..... .. Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Honorary Degree 
7be Degree-Doctor of Humane Letters 
TERRY D. CARDER 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
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Honorary Degree 
7be Degree- Doctor of Laws 
THE HONORABLE ARTHUR 0. FISHER 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Honorary Degree 
7be Degree- Doctor of Humane Letters 




THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM ............................................ Elizabeth Lynn Bounds 
RECESSIONAL ....... .................................. .. ...................... ..... ......... ... ............................. Ruth Wert 
Please remain seated during the recessional. 
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HONORARY DEGREES 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
TERRY D. CARDER 
Statement from the Citation for Terry D. Carder: 
" .. .Terry Carder put his leadership abilities to use not only in serving his corporation but in 
serving his community-the institutions he has served read like a tapestry of Dayton life ... He 
has devoted himself to excellence and accepted responsibility for helping his community . .. " 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF LAWS 
TIIE HONORABLE ARTHUR 0. FISHER 
Statemeut from the Citation for the Honorable Arthur 0. Fisher: 
" ... he reached out with care to troubled youth by helping them create lives of self-sufficiency 
and responsibility ... We have been bl est to have been members of the same community as this 
compassionate judge and gentle warrior in the cause of justice ... " 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
DORIS H. & DAVID H. PONITZ 
Statement from the Citation for Doris H. & David H. Panitz: 
" ... Doris and David Ponitz are exemplary citizens, models of what it means to be servant 
leaders ... They have accepted the risk of a high public profile and served with grace and dignity 
and humility. Our community is the greater because of their actions and their example .. . " 
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL]. M ORMAN, DEAN 
lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ARTS 
~~AMERICAN STUDIES 
~~~fi,ld Hills. Ml SUSAN MARIE KlAUSING ................... Delph~. OH 
JASON RAYMO D DODSON . . ... ........ To ledo. O H KATHLEEN MARIE SHEA ........................ Duxbury, MA 
cum laude BENJAMIN JAMES STECZ ....................... .. Copley. OH 
RYAN PATRICK DO WNING ....................... Xenia . O H RACHEL LYNN WAGNER .................... C incinnati. O H 
JEANNE MARIE GRUBB ................ Dayton . O H 
summa cum laude 
CHEMISTRY 
DANIEL JAMES HUHN ......................... Elm Grove. WI ESTHER OGUNJIMI .... . ..... .. ... ......... Xenia .OH 
MARY MARGARET KORTE ......... ... ... .... .. Canto n . O H 
COMMUNICATION 
JENNIFER L. BACH ............... ....... ........ M ilwaukee. WI MIC HAEL EDWARD DOYLE ............. Rocky River . OH 
magno cum laude THOMAS JAMES FALLUCCO .... ..... .. ..... . St. Louis . MO 
TIMOTHY J. BAECHLE ... . ......................... Hudso n . O H BRIAN ANTHONY FERBER ................... Pittsburgh . PA 
CAROLINE ANN BAHN ......................... St . Lo uis . MO cumlaude 
KIMBERLY RENEE BALL ..... .. ..... .. ... Dayton . O H ERIN KATHLEEN FITZGERALD ·········· ····· ····· Oak Park. IL 
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH BELMONT ······· ······ · Deerfield . IL TIMO THY M . FIRES ............................... Fort Wayne .IN 
MARY KATE BENDEL .... ..... .... .................. Naperville. IL 
G INGER F. BIHN ....................... .. .... ..... .... O regon.OH 
KIERSTEN ANN GO ETZINGE9, ···· ·:················· Darien . IL 
ELI MARIS GONZALEZ ....... ~ ............ Camuy . PR 
c um laude TAMIEKA CATHERINE GOODING .... New Castle. DE 
C ECILIA BOSTICCO .. ....... ... .................... Da yton .OH JILL D. GREER ........... .... ............................ Sidney. OH 
summa cum laude GEORGIANA GRIMBER ........................ Rockville. MD 
RO BERT SEAN BOYLE .... ..... .......... Bloomfield Hills. Ml AURELIA L. HALL ................. ........... ... ...... Dayton. OH 
PAUL DANIEL BRO WN ...... ... ... .. ........ Willoughby. OH DONNA L. (CO E) HAMILTON··· ······· ····· Kettering. OH 
MIC HELLE JENNIFER BRUNSWICK ........ St. Henry. O H summa c um laude 
MEGAN MARGARET CASE .................... Stamford . CT KATHRYN I_. HARBIN ····· ······ .. ... .......... Richmond . IN 
KEVIN DAVID CASSIDY ......................... C ranfo rd . NJ STANLEY HARRAR HEIST Ill ............. West Chester. PA 
HEIDI MARIE CHEW ...... .... ..... .. . .... Warren. PA NO AH MICHAEL HEWITT. . ..... Oak Brook. IL 
KATHERINE DENISE COLLINS ..... ........... LaG range. IL PEGGY ANN HO FFMANN ...................... Medina . OH 
c umlaude cumlaude 
JASO N EMMIT CO MBS ....... .. . . ... Union . OH SHIRLA K. HUETH ............................... M iamisburg . O H 
summa cum laude c um laude 
PHILLIP LUTHER COO K ......... ...... .......... Dayton . O H NEAL PATRIC K HUNT ..... .. ........ ...... .. Rocky River. OH 
JEFFREY BRENT CREAMER .. ...... Washingto n C H. O H JULIA CATHERINE JANEGO .......... .. .... .. .. . Owosso. Ml 
MARCIA MAUREEN DAUDELIN .......... ... ... Elmhurst. IL EMILY ELIZABETH JENSEN ....................... Naperville. IL 
C HRISTINE M . DEAKINS .... ................ Garden City, NY LOUIS WARREN JOHN ........................ . Lake Forest. IL 
HEATHER NICO LE DINALLO ........... Chagrin Falls. OH SEPHORA MARY KLINE ....................... Napoleon. OH 
LAURA J. DIO RIO ... ....... .... ... ... Highland Heights. O H MEREDITH RAE KNOUFF ................. ... Mt. Vernon. OH 
KATHLEEN A . DONOHUE . . .. .. Simsbury. CT RENEE SUSANNE LA FOREST .... ............. Northville . Ml 
KELLY PATRICE DOUGHERTY .... .. ...... Brown Deer. WI CATHERINE IRENE LENMARK ......... ...... Plymouth. MN 
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STEPHEN JOSEPH LUBY ................... ... .... St . Louis . MO TARA BETH RAPP .... ................... .. .. .... Portsmouth . OH 
JOHANNA JULIA LUTKUS ...... Richmond Heights. OH KATHLEEN A. ROSENWALD ...... ...... .. Ellicott City , MD 
MOLLY MANGELSDORF ................ ....... . Westmont . IL SARA ELISE RUSSO ........... .... ........ Pelham Manor. NY 
ANDREW DANIEL MARK ... Port Jefferson Station . NY JULIA CHERYL RUTHMAN ............. West Chester. OH 
LAURA ELIZABETH McDEVITT ............... Allentown . PA STEVEN THOMAS SANPIETRO ......... ... Cammack. NY 
MARY ANN McNEIL .................. ..... ... ... .... .. Adrian . Ml TERRENCE SEAN SCANNELL ........... Philadelphia. PA 
PETER OWEN McNEIL .......... .. ..... .... ..... .. .. Medina. OH BRIGETTE ANNE SCHOENUNG ............ Oregonia . OH 
ANDREW SCOTT MEYER ....................... .. Dayton . OH ANGELA KAY SCHROER .... .... ...... Fort Recovery. OH 
AMYL YNN J. MILLER ..... .... ............ Beavercreek. OH TIMOTHY D. SCHULZ .... ... .................... Cleveland . OH 
summa cum laude STEPHEN T. SCHWECKE . . .... ......... Hamilton . OH 
University Honors Program JILL CHRISTINA SERVE ............................ St. Louis . MO 
G. MICHAEL MILLER JR. . ... .. . Dayton . OH MEGHAN DOYLE SHAMON .. .................. Auburn . NY 
KRISTIN ELIZABETH MILLER .................... Brookville. OH ERIN CHRISTINE SISLOWSKI .... .............. Vermilion . OH 
KRISTEN EILEEN MONCHAK .................. .. ... Berea . OH magna cum laude 
SCOTT M. MOODY .................... ... .... .. ... Westlake. OH APRIL A . SPANO ................ ... ... . ...... .. ... .... Auburn. NY 
cum laude NANCY ANNE STEPHEN ...... ............ ... . Bellbrook. OH 
SHANNON ELAINE MOONEY ................. Hudson. OH MAX CHRISTOPHER TRUESDEL ................... Fishers. IN 
JENNIFER LYNN MOORE .... ...... .. ........ Westerville . OH ,-KELLI/ ANN-VENC M ·" ··= · ··· ············ Englewood . OH 
CARMEL LEI MORSE ............................ ..... Dayton . OH ALICIA MARIA VILLALOBOS ............... Cincinnati. OH 
JOHN MICHAEL MOTTO ........ .. ........... ........ Laurel. NY DANIEL J. VOLZ ................... .... ...... Mastic Beach. NY 
COLLEEN M . MURPHY .......................... Blacklick. OH CHRISTOPHER DOUGLAS WALES ................. Troy. OH 
EMILY LOUISE MURRAY ..... ........................ Dublin . OH STEPHANIE A. WASKEY ....... ..... .... ...... New Britain. PA 
ANN MARIE O 'DONNELL .... .................... Chicago. IL ELIZABETH L. WATERS ................. .............. Hinsdale . IL 
WANDA R. PELEGRINA .......................... San Juan. PR MICHAEL TIMOTHY WHELAN ................ Libertyville . IL 
CRAIG PETERSON .... ....... ......................... Oak Park. IL 
LARA A. PHELPS .................................... Leawood. KS 
SUSAN ELIZABETH WILLIA~ .. ......... Pickerington . OH 
STACY RENEE WILSON .... ... .. ~ ............... Sidney. O H 
ROBERT GARLAND PLUNKETT ........ Beavercreek. OH AMY ELIZABETH YURIK ................ North Royalton. O H 
MARK KENNETH POLACH .................. ..... Wheaton . IL ANNE MARIE ZIMMER ....... Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
VIKKI KNIGHT ..................................... Englewood . O H 
ECONOMICS 
AMY ELIZABETH ASKINS .......................... Dayton . OH JAMES SAMUEL PO SOVICH . New Cumberland. WV 
cum laude JO Y A . YURCHISIN .............. ......... ..... Cleveland . OH 
JULIE MARIE BEHRENS ............................... Parma . OH summa cum laude 
ROBERT R. DUDA JR . .. ....... ..... .. ... Hoffman Estates. IL 
ENGLISH 
CHRISTIE LYNNE ANDERSON ... ................. Beaver. PA MICHAEL PATRICK BRUNER ............... Cleveland . OH 
cumlaude SARAH ANNE BUNGER .... ...... ........ ..... Lewisburg . OH 
MARGARET ANN ARTMAN ......... .... .. Mt. Prospect . IL magna cum laude 
Teacher Certification Tea c her Certification 
KATE L. ATTEA ........................................... Buffalo. NY ANDREA JENNINE BURNS ............................ Troy. OH 
mcgna cum laude summo cum laude 
KATHERINE LYNN BAUMAN : ....... . Charlotte Hall . MD MARK C . BYSTEDT ... ....... .............. ... ... .. ... .. .. Bartlett . IL 
summa cum laude ANDREW THOMAS DULMES ..... ......... Shorewood . WI 
MARK HENRY BIEBUYC K ................................. Troy . Ml ANN DILLON FARRELLY ..................... .. ... Dayton . OH 
EILEEN DANIELLE BO NC !:LA .... .. Willoughby Hills. O H magna cum loude 
MEGAN ELIZABETH BROWN ........... Worthington. OH KATHERINE MARIE FISHER ................... Cincinnati . O H 
tin Absentia 7 
MELISSA KATHRYN FORE ... .. Grand Rapids, Ml 
ELIZABETH A. FREEMAN .... .... .. . .. Edina . MN 
JESSICA C . GONZALEZ ..... .... ............. Guaynabo. PR 
JOHN HENRY GUELCHER ......... .......... .. .. ...... . Erie. PA 
JASON P. HAGLE ...................... .. .. ........ .. Jackson . Ml 
QUINTEN LEE HARRIS .......... . ...... Cincinnati.OH 
CRAIG HATFIELD ................ ....... ... ...... ..... Dayton , OH 
JESSICA MARIE HEINZ ...................... Skaneateles. NY 
EMILY JEAN HENSON ........................ Springfield , OH 
cumlaude 
BRIAN CHRISTOPHER HICKEY ..... .... ....... .. .. Irvine. CA 
t SHANE IAN HOFFMAN .. ............ Ithaca. Ml 
JENNIFER LEE JOHNSON ..................... Kettering.OH 
BRIAN A. KARL ........ ................ Sterling . VA 
JAMES S. KENNEDY ..................... Downers G rove . IL 
KEITH PATRICK KOST ..................... ....... Pittsburgh , PA 
PATRICK SEAN LEARY .. ........................... Parma. OH 
COLLEEN RENEE LiNNERT .... .. .... .. ..... ...... Oldsmar, FL 
BROOKE ELIZABETH LOUCKS .... ... .......... . Batavia , NY 
MATIHEW PAUL MALONEY .......... .. ........ Hudson . OH 
KRISTA LEA MILLER ................................... Dayton . OH 
MEREDITH LYNN MOORE ... ...... .. .... Philadelphia. PA 
magna cum laude 
DAVID ALAN MOORHEAD ................... Tipp C ity, OH 
PATRICIA A. MORTER ............ ........... Springboro . O H 
cumlaude 
KRISTEN NICOLE OLSON ..................... Vandalia. O H 
Teacher Certification 
RICHARD M. PAYERCHIN ........ . 
magna cum laude 
ANN MARIE PIRCHNER ...... ...... . 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
. .... ... Euclid, O H 
. ... Red Bank. NJ 
C ATHERINE E. POPE .......... ........ Toronto. OH 
MARIANNE T. POWELL .............. Kennett Square . PA 
PETER A. ROY . ........ .. .. .. St. Louis. MO 
VIRGINIA RUTH SANZONE .... . ..... Middletown. OH 
cum laude 
JEFFREY M . SCHEIDE .. . ................. Gibsonia . PA 
c um laude 
DAVID L. VEGH ....... . .......... ...... .. .. Mentor. OH 
JENNIFER MARIE VIOLI ... .. ... ............ ... Pittsburgh , PA 
magna cum laude 
JAMES EDWARD VREELAND .. .... Hoffman Estates. IL 
SARAH MARIE WERNER ......... ................ Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude 
JILL K. WULFF . . . . ....... ....... . ............ Uniontown. OH 
FRENCH 
DIANA L. MOORE ... ... .. . . . .... Tecumseh . Ml 
Teacher Certification 
HISTORY 
PAUL J. BRODNICKI 11 ................................ Snyder, NY TIMOTHY BRENDON KIRWIN ........................ . Katy , TX 
SHAWN BENJAMIN CARDEN ... .... ...... Vandalia . OH magna cum laude 
WILLIAM JOHNSON CRAIGHEAD Ill . Cleveland . OH TIMOTHY EDWARD KRUSE ................ . Cincinnati.OH 
MATIHEW JOHN DONNELLY ............... Lexingto n. KY STEVEN M. LAUER ........................... .. Vine G rove. KY 
HEATHER NOELLE DUFFEY .. ....... . .... Pleasant Hill , O H BENJAMIN P. LOWE ... .... .... .. .. ........... Centerville , OH 
summa cum laude JEFFREY P. LUCAS .... . .. Clyde . OH 
KATHLEEN MARY EVANS .... .......... .... .. .. ........ Erie . PA cumlaude 
magna cum laude MONTY QUINN MACEYKO ............. Cardington . O H 
JOSEPH EDWARD FARRELL ........... North Merrick. NY ANDREW F. REARDON JR .......... ... ... .. Lake Forest. IL 
JENNIFER RENEE GERTH .......... .. .... ...... Cinc innati , O H ERIC J. ROMER ......................................... Dayton . OH 
NATASHA K. GILL .......................... Lawrenc eburg . IN JENNIFER BROOKS scon ...... ........... Centerville . OH 
MARK EDWARD GUGLIELMI ......... Orchard Park, NY magna cum laude 
magna cum laude JOSEPH EUGENE SUDER ... ........... .... ... .. Libertyville. IL 
ALEXANDER N. GUZZO ................. ... .. Co lumbus.OH 
cumloude 
SARAH ELSPETH HALSALL ..................... Algonquin . IL 
C. DAPHNE THOMPSON ... 
7 
........... Beavercreek. O H 
euFR loude /Vld L t.,,[ . /{ p 
STEVER. THORPE ............................... .... .. . Amarillo . TX 
summa cum laude t PAUL DANIEL VISOKAJ ...... . . ....... Parma. OH 
RANDALL WILLIAM HASKINS .. ................ ..... ... Erie . PA summa cum laude 
DOUGLAS PATRICK JOHNSON ............. Dayton . OH DANIEL WILLIAMS .......... . . ......... Kettering.OH 
MICHAEL BRENDAN JOYCE ..... .. ...... .. Bethpage , NY magna cum laude 
Teacher Certification JEREMY STEPHEN YOUNGKIN .............. Kettering. OH 
tin Absentia 8 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
MEGHAN JEAN CAREY ...... ... ..... ..... .......... Irvine . CA MIC HELE SUSANNE Mc MAHON Arlington Heights. IL 
NANCY KAY HOLMES ............... ............... Toledo. O H MIA FRANCESCA RAO .. ....... ....... ... .... C inc innati , OH 
BARBARA ANNE HUBENY ............... ...... Westmont . IL JENNIFER M. SOBECK! .... ......................... ... Lima . O H 
HEATHER COLLEEN MaclNNIS .......... .. Noblesville . IN 
magna cum laude 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
TARA LYNN CATIIE .. .. ..... .. ... ..... .. ... ... Dunwoody , GA MELANIE A. MAYUGA .... ..... ....... ... .......... ..... Skokie . IL 
MARGARET M. DUNN . . ........... Vermilion . O H MARY BETH REINC KE ....... ... ...... .... ... ..... Libertyville . IL 
magna cum laude TIMOTHY C. TSAO .......... ... ... .... ..... Reynoldsburg .OH 
ALICE MARIE HENGESBACH .............. Matthews. NC MARY ELIZABETH WARNEKA ... ..... ... .. .. ... . Mentor. O H 
summa cum laude 
LANGUAGES 
·JACQUELINE MARIE FLORO .... ............. Amherst. OH 
MATHEMATICS 
AMIE MARIE GILL .. ...... .... ... .. ..... ...... ..... ... .. Akro n . O H ERICH DANIEL MO RMAN .... ... ... .. .. .... C enterville . O H 
c um laude 
Teacher Certification 
MUSIC 
BRIAN ANTHO NY BISIG .... .. ........... .. .... ... St . Louis. MO TIMOTHY J. C AMPBELL .......... .... ... ....... Bay Sho re . NY 
summa c um laude 
University Honors Program 
PHILOSOPHY 
JAY CHRISTOPHER CARLE . .. .... .. .. .. ...... ... . To ledo, O H ALLEN EDWARD FREC KER .......... ...... .. Columbus. O H 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
RO BERT F. ADAMS .... .. .... ..... ...... ...... Indianapo lis , IN MICHELLE M. TEGTMEYER ... .............. Jac ksonv ille. FL 
JAN MICHELLE BERGER .......... .... ... ... ..... . Dayton . O H SARAH RENEE NINA TRAVIS .... ...... ... O rwigsburg . PA 
RO BERT CHRISTIAN NIENBURG .... .. ... ..... Rosw e ll . GA 
GUFR leude MC. L 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
G UY E. BARREDA ......... ........ .... .... ........ Paramus. NJ 
ADAM RICHARD BERINGER .. ...... ............. Xenia . O H 
c um la ud e 
LISA WILSONIA BLACKWELL .. . ...... Lanham. MD 
tin Absentia 9 
MARK MELLAS BLISS ....................... .. West Milton. O H 
magna cum laude 
FREDERICK ULYSSES-ALEXANDER CEDOZ Port Clinton. OH 
c um iaude 
MA~K JAMES C l IMIELEWSKI ................. Ply1 1iu Ull1 . Ml BRYAN JOSEPH MAHONEY .. ........... Brightwaters. NY 
ROBERT M. CHOLKE .... ....... . ..... Park Forest . IL MICHAEL CORBETT MAHONEY ....... Brightwaters. NY 
HEATHER MARIE CLARK .......... .............. Geneva. NY CHRISTAL. McCABE.... ..... . ..... ..... ... Franklin . OH 
magna cum laude CAROLYN M. NORTON ....... .......... Orchard Park. NY 
BRIDGET RENEE DOWNING ................. .... Ballwin. MO CRISTY NICOLE OAKES .. .. ................ Pleasant Hill . OH 
cum laude AARON MARCUS OCKERMAN ...... .. .. Brookville.OH 
ANTONIO FERNANDEZ ........ .. ................ San Juan. PR magna cum laude 
TRACY LYNN FERRELL .. ... ..................... Lyndhurst. OH LORI ANN PAYNE ... .. . ........ ..... ........ Findlay. OH 
MARY BRIGID GALLAGHER ........ .. . Chagrin Falls. OH BETH ANN PERCYNSKI ......... ..... ........... Hamilton. OH 
EUGENIO W. A. GEIGEL-SIMOUNET ...... Santurce. PR cumlaude 
MICHAEL WILLIAM GRUNENWALD ..... Kettering . OH THERESE MARY POWERS ..... Broadview Heights. OH 
summa cum laude BRENDAN D. QUINN .... .................. ...... ... Dayton. OH 
MEGAN ANN HELT ........... . ..... Tallmadge . OH AMY EILEEN SCARCELLA ............... .. ....... Warren. PA 
AARON JACOB LARKINS .................. Cincinnati. OH CHAD DAVID VINCI ............................ Tiltonsville . OH 
LORI JEAN LEATHERS ...... . Bowling Green . OH ALAN C . WAGNER .... .... ............... . ... Celina. OH 
cum laude KIMBERLY NICOLE WALTHER ·· ········· ···· ··· Dayton. OH 
cum laude 
PSYCH~~ 
ANGELICA A. BARES ....... ..... ..... Arl;ngton Heights. IL 
WILLIAM THOMAS BECK .. .... Cleveland Heights. OH 
LISA RENE BOLINGER .... .... ..................... .... Eaton . OH 
MICHELLE D. BOWLING ....... ... ............. Pittsburgh . PA 
KATHERINE E. BROWN .............. ..... ..... .... Mequon. WI 
AMY LYNN BRUNNER ...... . ..... ........ Mentor. OH 
FRANK W. BURIAN EK .......... . Columbus. OH 
MEGAN E. BURNS ........... .... ... .............. Mayfield . OH 
magna cl!m laude 
ERIN EILEEN CONNER .... ...... ... ............... Prospect. KY 
MAUREEN DENISE DALESSIO .... .... .. Philadelphia . PA 
LORI LYNN DEEL ..... ..... ... ... .................. Delaware . OH 
ANITA M. DiNOVO ......... ..................... Columbus. OH 
JOHN ROBERT DISCAVAGE ................ Potomac . MD 
JASON FREDRICK DITTRICH ................. Pittsburgh . PA 
ADAM FABER ...... .... ..... ................... Chesterland . OH 
WENDY MICHELLE FRANKO .... ....... South Euclid . OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
MARY LYNN GAMAGE ... .. ... .................... Zionsville . IN 
KRISTINE MARIE GOLDEN .... ...... .... ...... .. St. Louis . MO 
ROBERTO M. GOMEZ .... ..... .. ............. Rio Piedras. PR 
ST ACEY MARIE HANKS ..... ..... .......... ........ Fairfield ' OH 
JENNIFER LYNN HILL ................. . .... ..... .. Jackson. OH 
~ MC.L 
JENNIFER WESTENDORF HIRT ................. Dayton . OH 
cumlaude 
JENNIFER M. JACOBSON ... .. .... ... ....... .... Dayton . OH 
PAUL ANDREW JANCEWICZ .... ... ........ River Forest. IL 
COURTNEY DAWN KING .... ......... New Lebanon. OH 
cumlaude 
JEFFREY MICHAEL KIPP .... ...... .. ...... ········ ··· ·Solon . OH 
LYNETTE E. KISS ... . . .. Walbridge . OH 
cumlaude 
GREG KLINE ... ... ..... ..... ....... . ...... Kettering . OH 
STACEY ANN KNOX ............. ... .................... . Elyria . OH 
JENNIFER KATHLEEN KOHLER .. ....... Worthington. OH 
CHRISTINE ANN KREITER .... ····· Marquette Heights. IL 
JOAN MICHELLc LAWSON ... e..&..: ..... Dayton. OH 
CHRISTINA M. LEACH .. .... .. ..... ... . . ... Dayton.OH 
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ANNE MARIE LYNCH .......... ...... ........ Indianapolis. IN 
summa cum laude 
THOMAS PHILIP LYNCH ............ .... ........ Southold . NY 
TRISHA ANN MANETAVAT .................. Cincinnati.OH 
SHAWN MICHAEL MARTIN ..... ... .. ......... Kettering.OH 
magna cum laude 
ANNE MARIE MCKEOWN .. .................. .. Glenview. IL 
KIMBERLY MCMANUS ... ...... Fairport . NY 
MELISSA M . NAGORKA .... . Middleburg Heights. OH 
LISA A. NEFF ..... .. .. ................ ... Anewburgh . IN 
summa cum laude 
MELANIE NEVl'TON ...... .... .... Defiance. OH 
SHANNON L. PEQUIGNOT ... .............. Avon Lake. OH 
ANTHONY JOSEPH PERRY ... ........... Hagerstown. MD 
DEVIN AUBRY PILGRIM ..... .. .. ... ................ Monroe . Ml 
THOMAS BRADLEY PINTER ...... .... ......... Vandalia. OH 
magna cum laude 
CARRIE ANN POINDEXTER .............. .. .. Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
JOHN D. QUINN .......... .... .............. Grand Rapids. Ml 
LISA ANN RAY ... ....... ... Ashtabula.OH 
magna cum laude 
MATTHEW RYAN RAZIWGER ... ...... .. .. ....... Aurora . OH 
MICHAEL J. REED ........................... . ............ Skokie.IL 
HOLLY ANN REMP .... ...... ........ ..... ..... St. Clairsville . OH 
ELINA ANN RESER ..... .... .................... Springfield . OH 
DAVID M. ROG ...... .... ... ......... North Tonawanda . NY 
ANGELA ROSE ROMANINI ........ ........ Lakewood. OH 
ERIN COLLEEN RYAN ........................ Mancester. MO 
CHAD ROBERT SANDHAS ............... .... Cincinnati , OH 
KELLI RHEA SELBY .................... West Alexandria. OH 
magna cum laude 
RENEE A. SHEA ..... ... ······ ········ ·· ···· ···· ····· Yabucoa. PR 
CATHERINE SPRINGER ..................... Englewood . OH 
summa cum laude 
JAMES P. STRAIN .......... ..... .................... ... Chester. PA 
HEATHER MARIE TARCZAN ·········· ·· ·· · Bay Village . OH 
CATHLENE A. THOMAS-HERNANDEZ .... Dayton . OH 
c umlaude 
LISA R. WEILER . .... .. .. ... .. .... .. ......... .. ..... . Vandalia. OH 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
KENNETH J. KESSLER ..... ..... ............... ... Sandusky. OH LISA JANE SCHULTZ .. .. ... .... .. ... ............... Huntsville.AL 
SHANNON L. McMULLEN ..... .. .............. Tipp City, OH cum laude 
KRISTI M . SCHULENBERG ..... .... .. ............. Dayton. OH 
magna cum laude 
SOCIOLOGY 
MEGHAN ELIZABETH CAHILL ....... Western Springs. IL 
ELIZABETH MARIE CARLIN ......... ... ....... Columbus. OH 
COLLEEN ELIZABETH CLIFFORD ....... Kansas City. MO 
JESSICA SIMMONS DIXSON ............ ... .. Clarkston . Ml 
MARK c. ENGLING ····· ········· Dayton.OH 
KIMBERL y M . HALL ............... . ............. Cincinnati . OH 
COLLEEN MARIE HENNESSY ........... ..... ... Princeton . IL 
AARON MATTHEW JOHNSON .......... San Diego. CA 
KAREN LEE JONKE .. ....... ....... Richmond Heights. OH 
JANE ELIZABETH KAUFLIN ................. .. . Vandalia. OH 
magna cum laude 
MELISSA M. KLENKE .............. .... ........... ... Dayton.OH 
summa cum laude 
MATTHEW PATRICK LARNER .. Indianapolis. IN 
TONYA MARIE McKEE .... ...... .................. . Waverly . IL 
cumlaude 
JULI ANNE PAMPUSH .... ........................... Mentor. OH 
TINA M. PAULUS .... .... .............. ................. Dayton . OH 
Kr:LBY KIDD PRICE ........... ...... ............ Louisville . KY 
LAURA MARIE ROBERTS .......... .. .............. Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude 
HEATHER A. SHERIDAN ... ..... ···· ············· ·Mequon. WI 
JENNIFER M. SHERIDAN ... .................... .. Stamford. CT 
EMILY ANN SNYDER .... ............... Dayton . OH 
BRIAN MATTHEW STARKS ... ....... ............ Lafayette. IN 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
.-+0~11 JO ¥ ALt;>~~I 
SPANISH 
N'KECHIA AYANNA ABNEY. ... . ... Dayton . OH MATTHEW R. MACIEJOWSKI ............. . Columbus.OH 
BROOKE ELIZABETH ACUFF ...... .... ... .... I\Jorthbrook. IL LUKE JOSEPH URBINE .... .. .......... ......... Savannah. GA 
cum laude 
JOSEPH REED LIBBY JR ...... .. ... .... .. .. ........... Fairfax. VA 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
CHRISTINA CATHERINE WICKS/ ··· Toledo. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
STUDIO ART 
JOSEPH ALEXANDER BEGNAUD ........... Nashville. TN SUZANNE MARIE L'HEUREUX .... ..... ......... Dayton . OH 
summa cum laude KATE MARIE WEIGAND .. ........................ Northville. Ml 
University Honors Porgram summa cum laude 
MATTHEW JOSEPH DEAK .... .... Cincinnati.OH University Honors Program 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
NANCY K. HOLMES .................................. Toledo. OH 
Teacher Certification 
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
BILLY COMBS JR................. .. .. ...... Dayton . OH ANDREW B. TESNAR .......... .... . East Grand Rapids. Ml 
JENNIFER ANNE DeMARSH ............ Whitefish Bay, WI cumlaude 
NATALIE ANN EGOLD .. .. ............................ El Paso. TX KAREN ANN VOLK .............. .......... ........ Kingwood . TX 
AMY T. GLENN .............. .. ...... ....... .... .. Columbus. OH magna cum laude 
ALLISON LEIGH HERRON ......... ................ Toledo. OH JODI M. WESLEY ... ..... .. .. .. ..... ..... ... .. ... Cincinnati , OH 
MEGAN COLLEEN MacCARTIE ............ Burr Ridge , IL 
t JOEL M . MICHAEL .......... .. .. .... .................. . Sidney, OH 
cum laude 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
SARA P. BROCHERT ...................... .. .. .. . Bloomfield. Ml KIMBERLY A. HILL .................................... Dayton. OH 
!HOMAS JEROME GLASER ...... .. ............. Dayton . OH SUSAN M. SCHMID ............................ Wilmington. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
MUSIC 
DEBORAH S. BATES ..... ~ .. •.&.. ..... Defiance. OH 
TONYA JOANNE BLANKENHORN ...... Mansfield , OH 
ELIZABETH LYNN BOUNDS ........................ Yardley. PA 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
MARY JOSEPHINE HAVER ................ Monroeville. PA 
DANIELLE JANINE LADEBUE ..................... Export. PA 
LARISA GAIL McHUGH .......................... Fairborn. OH 
LISA MICHELLE SULLENBERGER ................. Piqua , OH 
STEPHANIE ANNE YOUSTRA ................. Rockville . MD 
University Honors Program 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
WILLIAMS. BURNS .. .. ...... ...... ................. New City, NY 
Teacher Certification 
JEREMY DAVID LATORRE ................. .. ..... Vienna . OH 
Teacher Certification 
MICHELLE MARLENE GABELMANN ....... Dayton . OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
VASANTHI ANNADURAI ........... .. ............... Dublin. OH GREGORY M. HOGAN ........ .. ............ WesteNille , OH 
JAMES A BENANTE .. .. ....... .. ... .......... Buffalo Grove . IL magna cum laude 
LESLIE ANNE CAROLAN .... .. ..... ..... ...... .. . Hicksville. NY CHRISTOPHER GERARD KENWORTHY .. Madison. NJ 
JULIE MICHELE COUNTESS ...... .. .. Hendersonville. TN JOHN EDWARD KULCSAR .............. ...... Andover . MA 
summa cum laude KURT PAUL LEUENBERGER JR ............ . Cincinnati. OH 
DANA LYNN DOUGHERTY .................... Springfield , IL magna cum laude 
summa cum laude University Honors Program 
University Honors Program MICHAEL YORKE McCOWN ........ ..... Bridgeton. MO 
SARA ELIZABETH DWENGER ..... .... .... Indianapolis. IN MATTHEW OWEN McGEARY ..... ........ Wheeling. WV 
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPHF~ RTMAN .. ......... Kalida. OH 
1'flO§Flei eum*3udo $(!.. L 
KRISTEN ELIZABETH MONCO .. ...... ........... Inverness. IL 
SARAH KATHLEEN MOORE ...... .. ......... Cincinnati. OH 
MICHAEL A. HERBENICK .. .. ... Kettering. OH LEONARD LOUIS MORETTI .................. South Bend . IN 
magna cum laude CARA MARIE NEALON .......................... Dayton . OH 
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CHRISTINA MARIE NEWPORT .......... ... Ravenna . OH MARK CHRISTOPHER SCURA .. .. .......... Wayland, NY 
BRIAN MICHAEL NOYLE .... .... .. .. ... Flushing , Ml RADHA SUGUMARAN ............................ Dayton . OH 
magna c um laude DANIEL A . SZCZEPANIK .... ........... .. .. ...... Bedford . OH 
University Honors Program URSULA MARIA SZMULOWICZ ............. Vandalia . OH 
LISA CHRISTINE O 'LEARY ................. Whitehouse. OH summa cum laude 
RENEE CHRISTINE PETERS ........ c.. .. .. ) ndianapolis. IN 
REBECCA S. RINGENBACH .... .,.~ .'. . Dublin , OH 
ANNA MARIE WHITE ..... .. .............. Overland Park. KS 
WILLIAM JAMES ZAFIRAU ..... ... ........ Port Clinton . OH 
LESLIE MARIE ANTOINETTE ROBINSON .... Girard . OH magna cum laude 
ELIZABETH MARIE ROGERS .. ........ Berlin Heights. OH University Honors Program 
cum laude SARA ANN ZIRCHER .......................... Ft. Loramie. OH 
TONY A. ROOK ......... .. .. ... ................. Cleveland . OH summa cum laude 
SCOTT K. SAYERS .... ..... .. ............... .. ........ San Juan. PR 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
TERESA JOSEPHINE BROERING ............ Versailles . OH DELISHA ANTIONETTE STEWART ... .... ....... Dayton . OH 
summa cum laude TAMMI ELLEN TOBIN .... ...... ...... ............ Loveland. OH 
PAUL J. DWORZNIK . .. .................. Parma. OH JENNIFER ANNE TRAUTH ......... .. ... .. .... Edgewood. KY 
, KEITH J. KOHRS ...................... ...... .. .. ........ Hudson. OH summa cum laude 
ERIK MICHAEL PEDEN ............... ............ Ft. Wayne. IN JENNIFER LYNN WINDHOLTZ .............. Cincinnati.OH 
DEBORAH ANNE RATHZ ........................ Concord . OH magna cum laude 
cum laude 
NATALIE MARIE STANO .......... .... .. .. ... .. ...... ..... Erie . PA 
cumlaude 
CHEMISTRY 
MELISSA M . LIMP-FOSTER ................. Greenwood. IN HEATHER MARIE WATROB .................. Strongville . OH 
cum laude 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH KUSHLAK .... ....... Brunswick, OH KRISTEN M. O'HARA .... .. .. .. ..... ....... Mountaintop, PA 
MARK JOSEPH MARALLO ..................... Ashland. OH JOHN L. SULLIVAN IV .. .. ............ ......... ...... Dayton. OH 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ROBERT THOMAS BEYKE ...... .... ............. St. Henry. OH BRIAN CHRISTOPHER MORRIS .. ...... .. ..... .. Trappe, MD 
cum laude DAVID KELLY NOLAN .. ........................... Nashville. TN 
ABDEL-NASER s. HAMDALLAH .. ........ ..... Dayton. OH TAMMY ANN RILEY .............. .. .............. Sandusky. OH 
magna cum laude CHRISTINE ANN VANDENBOSCH .... ....... Dayton. OH 
ANTHONY THOMAS KOLBER .. .. .............. Dayton. OH summa cum laude 
cum laude MATTHEW WEHRMAN ........... ..... ....... . Shoreview. MN 
SARA KENDALL MINER ............................ Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
JASON WILLIAM BROWER .................... .... Eaton . OH GREGORY PANTALEJMON DZIAD .. .. ...... Toledo, OH 
KRISTINE ANN MARIE BROWN ............... Pittsford . NY KERRY ELIZABETH ENGLERTH .... ........... Rochester. NY 
STEPHEN PAUL BROWN ........................ Massillon. OH RAYMOND J. FINNERTY ............. Arlington Heights. IL 
JOHN ROBERT DISCAVAGE .... ...... ..... Potomac , MD ROBERTO M. GOMEZ ... .. .. ......... .. ....... Rio Piedras. PR 
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ADRIANA GUEL .... ........... Toledo.OH 
JENNIFER LYNN HILL .... .. ... .. .. Jackson. OH 
,- c1Jm IOU@ r'v\C-L 
CHRISTIAN EDWARD NOSTROM .... ....... Dayton. OH 
RICHARD D. ONETO ............ ...... .. .. ....... Biglerville , PA 
t JERRY M. PERKINS JR . .... ................... .... Riverside. OH 
BENJAMIN TRAVIS HOOL .... ................... . Findlay, OH KRISTINA S. PUCHMEYER .. .... ................ Westlake .OH 
BRIAN scon HUSS .... ................... ....... Rochester. NY STEPHEN DUANE ROACH ... .................... . Oxford. OH 
JONATHAN WILLIAM JENKINS .. .. .............. Lowell . OH 
DWAYNE RICHARD KOTERA ..... ...... .............. Elgin. IL 
MICHAEL PATRICK SESSA .. ........... Schenectady. NY 
FRED A. SHEPPARD 111 .... ................... .. .. .. St. Louis. MO 
JAMES C . LAZARO .... ... ............. ... Downers Grove . IL 
JASON DOUGLAS LESLIE ........... .... Chesterfield.MO 
CHAR-LYNN SPADAFORA .... .. ~ ............ Indiana. PA 
KEVIN McKAY TIERNEY .... t".'.\ .. ...... k Bethesda. MD 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL MacLELLAN ' ' .. Strongsville. OH JAMES MICHAEL TRUE ......................... Frankford, KY 
BRIAN E. MARKS .... ...... ......................... Vernon Hills. IL TRISTAM. VANGSNESS ... .. ...... Fairborn. OH 
t MATIHEW JASON MORRIS .... .. ..... ............. Dover. OH KARLA M. VIDOUREK ........... ...... .. .. ..... Hamilton. OH 
MARKE. MR\/ICA .... .. ...................... Berlin , NJ JANICE MARIE VURGINAC ............... Centerville . OH 
HEATHER L. NEWMAN ...... .... ... Tipp City, OH KIMBERLY ETHEL WOODY ..... ............... Lockport. NY 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
KELLY ELIZABETH ADLER .... ................. Terre Haute . IN CATHERINE LEIGH QUENETIE .............. Springfield. IL 
magna cum laude magna cum laude 
SONIA WALESKA BACON .... ................ Leesburg . VA SEASON RENEE SNYDER .. ........... McKees Rocks. PA 
SHARON A. JOHNSON ...... Middleburg Heights. OH cum laude 
summa cum laude ANGELA J. WAHL 
.... Mogadore . OH 
GEOLOGY 
JERRY EUGENE COBURN ..... .............. .. .. .... ... Troy, OH 
cumlaude 
KATHLEEN T. HAGAN .. . 
magna cum laude 
.. ......... Coatesville . IN 
DAVID EDWARD EZRA POWESKI .......... Fredonia , NY 
HUMAN ECOLOGY 
BUTHAINA AL-ATHARI ....................... .... ........... Kuwait E~IZABETH DANIELLE GLOVER ......... Garden City . NY 
cum laude JENNIFER LYNN HASTEDT .......... ...... Worthington. OH 
STEPHANIE MARIE BAKER .................... . Fairborn . OH -4;UFA leuse ~lj_ 
cumlaude M . MELISSA LAWRENCE ....... .. .. .. .. Grosse Pointe. Ml 
NICOLE ANN BRINDISI ............. .............. Pittsford . NY KAREN MARIE LEMMER ............................. Piqua . OH 
STEPHANIE D. BUTLER .... .. ..................... Tro twood, OH NiCOLE MARIE LETO ............ .. .............. Floral Park. NY 
KATHRYN ANN FAMULARO ................. Lexington . KY MARGARET ANN MONOSKY ........... Strongsville . OH 
MOLLY CHRISTINE FORSTER ........... Grosse Pointe. Ml THERESA KATHLEEN RUTHMAN ..... West Chester. OH 
HOLLY ELIZABETH FRANCIS .................. Park Ridge. IL SARAH ELIZABETH SARGENT .......... Beavercreek. OH 
MATHEMATICS 
AMY ELIZABETH ASKINS .................... .. .... Dayton . O H BRIAN DANIEL HETIERICH .~L ..... Fairfield . OH 
cum loude MELISSA KATHLEEN HUMESTON .. ........ Pittsburgh , PA 
MATIHEW PAUL CORDONNIER .. .. ........... Russia . OH DANIEL JASON PARKER .................... ... Melbourne . FL 
magna cum laude TRACI RILEY ............ .... .. ............ . Sandusky, OH 
Teacher Certification SEAN P. TUNNING .............. . ......... West Chester. OH 
TRACY L. CSAVINA ....................... Spring Valley. O H summa c.um laude 
DAVID A. DEMETER ................................. Dayton. OH University Honors Program 
cum laude JULIE ELIZABETH VanSCHAIK ... ...... ..... Trotwood . OH 
magna cum laude 
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PHYSICS 
STEVEN P. McMANAMON .... ................. Dayton. OH ANTHONY J. WIMMERS ................ West Chester. OH 
DEREK A. SEEBER......... .. ....... .. .. ... Grand Rapias. Ml summa cum Jaude 
cum laude University Honors Program 
ROBERT MICHAEL WILLSON .............. .. .... .. .. . Troy, OH FAROOQ AZAM WIRK ............................ Dayton . OH 
summa cum laude 
PREDENTISTRY 
DANIEL M . ARENGO ......................... .. .. ... Dayton. OH 
PREMEDICINE 
DENNIS MICHAEL ANTHONY ............... Ohio City. OH DANIEL F. LUERS .... .... .. ......................... Lebanon . OH 
magna cum laude C . DAPHNE THOMPSON .. .... .... .... .. Beavercreek. OH 
MARY CHRISTINE CLARK .. ............. Beavercreek. OH ,eo111 laade fY7 c...~ 
MELISSA Y. FONTE ................................... Canton. OH University Honors Program 
PAUL ROBERT GANNINGER ............... Des Peres. MO STEPHEN ADAM WOWK ................... Perrysburg . OH 
cum laude 
JODI MICHELLE HARVEY .................. Cold Spring , KY 
summa cum laude 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NAVDEEP K. BRAR .... .. ................ .. ....... Kettering, OH ERIC LEE McCALLISTER .................... Portsmouth. OH 
magna cum laude BETHANY FAITH MEARS ....................... Mansfield . OH 
JENNIFER KRISTEN FENSKE ................ Indianapolis. IN cum laude 
cum laude MC. 
CHAD DOUGLAS FOLCK .. l .. ~ .. L .... ~ ettering. OH MELANIE ANNE MICHAUD .......... .... ..... Kettering . OH summa cum laude 
MICHAEL ROBERT FRANKS ................. Cincinnati . OH NICOLE LYNN PROULX ...... .... ......... East Amherst . NY 
magna cum laude PATRICIA A. STRANEVA ........... .. .......... North East. PA 
SEAN CEDRIC HALPIN ........................ Waukesha. WI cum laude 
ARMANDO HERNANDEZ MORALES .. Rio Piedras. PR JANELL KATHLEEN TURNER Kingwood. WV 
MARY MARGARET KORTE ..................... Canton . OH cumlaude 13YV1 
'({ ~ r-
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
IBE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
STEVEN EDWARD ARNOLD ........ .. Delaware. OH 
cumlaude 
(!, . / 
JENNIFER MONICA CAM~ ELLA ........... ~ ra . NY 
DANIEL JOSEPH COYNE ... ...... L-..chesterland. OH 
KELLY MICHELLE BOYER ....................... St . Louis. MO THOMAS HENRY CRAWFORD .............. Freeport . OH 
cum laude summo cum laude 
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WILLIAM ARNOLD CRAWFORD .... ..... ... Freeport . OH COURTNEY MEDILL McCOOK ..... Marlborough, MA 
summa c um laude 
CHAD ALWYN ENGELBERT .......... ... ...... Richmond. IN 
MONICA MARIE MOELL ................. ..... ... Dayton. OH 
summa cum laude 
ELIZABETH ANNE FAGAN .. .. ........................... Crete . IL MICHELLE LYNN NIEDZWIECKI ........... New Baden. IL 
ELIZABETH LYNN FAIGLE ..................... Cincinnati.OH DEBQ RA CATHERINE PREISSLER ............. Cerritos. CA 
JEFFREY P. GALLA ······ ·· ························· Westlake . O H JOSE JAVIER RODRIGUEZ-AMADEO .. Gaynabo. PR 
ERIN CHRISTINE GALLAGHER .... .. ..... ...... Dayton . O H c um laude 
c um laude JEANNE LYNN RUSSELL .. .. ......... .. ....... Centerville . OH 
JODI LYNN GRIESHO P ......................... Yorkshire . O H 
MARK J. GURSKY ......... ................ ........ Allentown . PA 
HOLLY CHRISTINE SECREST ... . .......... .... Tipp City, OH 
AARON PATRICK SHEEHAN ........... .... ..... Curtice. OH 
KRISTEN ANDREA HACKERT ........... .. ...... Wheeling.IL JEFFREY LEE SOWARDS .......... ................. Dayton. OH 
c um laude KRISTEN LYNN SPENCER ......................... Dayton . OH 
AMY M. HALL ········································· Naperville. IL 
ERICA ANN HOLOWCZAK ......... Broadview Hts .. O H 
TINA MARIE STAMMEN ...................... ........ Piqua . OH 
ANDREA M. TOTO .......... .... ............ Beavercreek. OH 
KERRY LYNN HUNT .... ... ..................... Centerville. OH, summa cum laude 
RYAN KIRK HUYGHE .... .. .................... Gahanna. O H ANNA MARIE WILKINS . ········· ········ Louisville . KY 
BRIAN W. JONES ... ... ........................... Flo rissant . MO BRADY WOLFER ............. ... ............. ..... Cincinnati. OH 
TERRENCE GREGORY LINNERT ....... ...... Concord . O H MARIE PAULINE YINGLING ..... . .............. Canton. OH 
m:BECCA CRISTl~~A LUEN@&.... . San Juan, PR- summa cum laude 
ANITA M. LYONS ................................. ..... Payne. OH 
ECONOMICS 
KA TH LEEN JOY VITIORIA CARNEY ..... .. .. Raleigh, NC JULIE CHRISTINE FREUND .... ...... .......... Homewood. IL 
MATIHEW GEORGE HURRAY .............. Pittsburgh, PA magna cum laude 
JEREMY THOMAS DELONEY .............. .... C larkston . Ml 
magna cum laude 
FINANCE 
ELIZABETH M . ADER .......... ... ....................... Ithac a . NY JOSEPH PATRICK LOMBARDO ......... Mt. Vernon. OH 
MICHELE A. BECK .......... .... ...................... Dayton , OH magna cum laude 
magna cum laude JOHN J. MARTIN ..... ... ........................ ...... Oak Park. IL 
REBECCA A. BOEHMAN ................ ......... Dayto n. OH 
magna cum laude 
SHAWN MICHAEL MARTIN ....... ... ......... Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
MATIHEW THOMAS BURNS .............. .. .. Springfield. IL 
MARK P. CAMPOLIETO .... ...................... Penfield. NY 
MICHAEL ANTHONY CAPPUCCITI/ .... .... ...... Ontario. 
KATHLEEN MARIE McEVILY .... ...... .......... Burr Ridge. IL 
EMILY M. MOORMAN ........ .. ....... ............... Piqua . OH 
cum laude 
CANADA KIMBERLEY ANNE MORAN .......... .... ..... Charlton.MA 
MARK THOMAS CLEMENTS ............ ......... Marion . OH GEORGE A. NELSON Ill ........................ Northbrook. IL 
MICHAEL THOMAS CUSUMANO .......... St. Louis. MO JASON DOUGLAS PEGANOFF ................ .. ..... Erle.PA 
JAMES H. DINKEL ... ................. .......... Monroeville. PA cum laude 
SARAH E.C. DOLAN ······················ ·· ········· Oak Park. IL DAWN RENEE ROEHRS ........ ... ... .......... Defiance. OH 
STACY E. DUNKMAN ... ............. .. ........... ...... Anna . OH MICHAEL R. ROONEY JR ........... ........... . Clarkston.Ml 
ANDREW MICHAEL HELD ..... ... ........ ········· Carroll. OH 
JOHN H. HOCK ....................... .. .......... Cincinnati. OH 
MELINDA JOY SIMON ......... .................. .. ..... Elyria . OH 
cum laude 
CHAD M . JANSEN ....... .... ........................ Pittsford . NY 
RICHARD K. JONES ..... .............. ............. . Helena. OH 
YVONNE MARIE SOLLER ···· ······· ······ ····· Marysville. OH 
KATHLEEN M. STALINSKI .... ............... West Milton . OH 
cum laude MEGAN ELIZABETH SULLIVAN .. ............... . Deerfield, IL 
KIMBERLY K. KOPAN ...................... ......... Canton. OH JEFFREYS. THOMAS ........................... Centerville. OH 
ANTHONY JOHN KRABILL ...................... Alliance . OH BARRY H. WINTERS ..... ....................... .. .... Newark. OH 
cum laude 
JASON E. LENIHAN .. ... . ... Cresent Springs. KY 
cum laude 
tin Absentia 16 
MANAGEMENT 
SUSAN MARIE BYSTROM .......... .......... Westerville . OH MICHAEL LEONARD KROEGER ...... Venedocia. OH 
JAMES LEON COE JR. ..... . .... Mansfield.OH DAVID ANDREW ODELL! ....................... Amherst. OH 
J. DANIEL DAVIS ....... ........ ................ Columbus. OH TONIA MARIE PATNEAU .... ...... .. .... ... ...... Medina . OH 
CONSTANCE LOUISE FERGUSO N ..... Centerville.OH KAREN ANNE PAYNE .......................... .. ...... Elyria . OH 
magna cum laude TIMOTHY FRANCIS REARDON .............. Northville. Ml 
JOSEPH M. FRANK ...... . ...... Pittsburgh , PA MICHAEL JAMES SAUER .................... Maineville. OH 
CHRISTOPHER T. HERTVIK ........ . ..... Dayton . OH JENNIFER A. SHELDON ········· · .................. Dublin. OH 
MARK JOSEPH HOELLER ................... .... Stamford.CT cum laude 
KEVIN M. HOFACRE ...... .. .. Gahanna. OH AMY ELIZABETH SHULTZ .......................... St. Louis. MO 
PAMELA SUZANNE JENNINGS . Clifton Park. NY DWI RIANTA SOERBAKTI ........................... INDONESIA 
AMBER NAKIA KAISER. ........ . ....... Dayton.OH KRISTINA ANN VanOVERSCHELDE ............ Salem. SD 
PAUL MATIHEW KELLERMAN ............... Bedford . OH HOLLY YOUNG ......................... Greenville . OH 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
JASON BRICH ......... . . ...... ....... . Dayton.OH DANIEL RYAN ROTH ... . ..... .... ... .. ..... Kettering. OH 
c um laude magna cum laude 
MATIHEW D. HAUNZ .............. 7 ......... Crestwood. KY 
BARBARA LYNN JONES4. ... ." .. 4=:-: ... Phillipsburg. OH 
THOMAS E. UJVAGI ................................. . Toledo. OH 
PAUL JOSEPH VERSIC ................... Dayton.OH 
AMY RUTH KHAN . . ............ .. Atwater. OH JOHN EDWARD WISNESKI .... ..... ....... Strongsville. OH 
c um laude magna cum laude 
ERIC B. MURPHY ..................................... Dayton. OH *HR¥&TAL DeVON-W~l:I-
KIMBERLY ANNE PLUCINSKY ... Twinsburg . OH 
NICOLE LEE RODERER ..................... .. Cincinnati.OH 
cum laude 
MARKETING 
KIMBERLY WILCOX ALLING ... .. Atlanta. GA 
cum laude 
JESSICA ANGELIQUE BACON ......... Miamisburg. OH 
CAROLINE MARIE BARN! ...... ... Mayfield Village, OH 
cum laude 
JULIE ANN BEVIS ................................. Cincinnati. OH 
cum laude 
JASON MATIHEW BLAND .................... Zanesville . OH 
JULIE A. BROCCO ...... .... ....... ....... ........... Franklin. OH 
cum laude 
BETH ANN BROERMAN ........................... Dayton . O H 
cum laude 
TRUDI KATHLEEN BROWN .............. Grand Rapids. Ml 
SARAH MARIE BURDULIS ... . ....... Penfield . NY 
SHEILA A. CURRY ... ................................ ... Shelby . OH 
cum laude 
ANGELA M. DEGNAN .... ........... ........... Wooster. OH 
MICHELLE H. DOGGER .......................... Hinckley, OH 
BRIAN CHARLES DOHERTY ................ Allison Park. PA 
MICHAEL F. DONALDSON ......... ... ....... St. Louis. MO 
cum laude 
LARA D. EMMELHAINZ ........................ Galloway, OH 
BRIAN A. FISHER ..... ...... .... . . ....... Medina . OH 
cum laude 
CAROLINE A . FRANER .. . .... ... ... Englewood . OH 
HOLLY R. FUGATE ...... . ..... ... ...... .. . Dayton.OH 
CARRIE ANN GEHRET ........................... Yorkshire . OH 
AARON JON GUILBEAU . . ........... Coming. NY 
ELIZABETH ANN HATIERSLEY ..... Avon Lake. OH 
BRIAN HERZOG . . ......... Sandusky.OH 
tin Absentia 
TODD RICHARD HERZOG ...... ........... McMinnville. TN 
· rnagno ca,, , 1auae S<LL 
MARK PHILIP LIEBHARDT ......... .... ... ... ... .. Eastlake , OH 
THOMAS c. LONCAR .... . .. Kirtland. OH 
JOSEPH A. LUNNE ....................... ............. Dayton . OH 
JENNIFER NOEL McGHEE ...................... St. Louis. MO 
t JILL M . MERCER ..... ..... ...... ................ Englewood. OH 
RYAN scon MIFSUD ........................ Wadsworth . OH 
CONSTANCE McCUNE MURRAY., ...... Pittsburgh , PA 
TARA BROGAN O ' MALLEY ............... Havertown. PA 
JULIE THERESE PFAHL .... ...... ............. Port Clinton. OH 
DOUGLAS ALAN PHELPS .......... .. Milford Center. OH 
ASHLEY RENEE PUGLIA ......................... Springfield . IL 
LIBERTY MAYME RALSTON ... Georgetown. OH 
magna cum laude 
KEVIN DOUGLAS RUDOLPH .............. Centerville. OH 
RICHARD JAMES SCAIA ......................... Dayton. OH 
magna cum laude 
AMANDA MARIE SCHAFER ...... ........ ........ Huron. OH 
JOHN R. SCHOEN ....................... Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
-STEl"Hl'! lq A. smi:si: ............................... Rici ii 110 11~ . IN 
17 
GREGORY W. TESNAR ... .. Grand Rapids. Ml 
cum laude 
CHRISTOPHER ERIC THOREN ......... . Frankfort. IL 
LISA ANN TOTH .. . ................ Lima . O H 
DEBORAH A. VONDERHAAR ......... Middletown. OH 
JEFFREY scon WALKER .... . ........ Burlington. KY 
KRISTIN MICHELLE WILLIAMS ........ Overland Park. KS 
17 3. M 
7'=, r= 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PATRICIA A. FIRST, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED 
TIMOTHY J. SCHRODEL ....................... Ann Arbor. Ml JEM'JIFER UMBREil .... .. ............................. Dayton . OH 
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
AMY E. ARMSTRONG .. .. ... .. ...... .. ... Clarendon Hills. IL JENNIFER M. MARCHESE ................ Whitefish Bay. WI 
ANGELA E. BARRERA .......................... Casstown . OH EILEEN M . MENKER .......................... .. ....... Dayton. OH 
cumlaude magna cum laude 
CAITLIN C . BREAULT .................................. Palatine . IL 
~ l,, 
JOSEPHINE C . MILLER ............................ Fairborn. OH 
magna cum laude 
SARAH J. CUSACK ..... .... .... .. ...... .. Western Springs. IL JULIANNE MORBER ............................. Barberton . OH 
CHRISTINE M. DAVIT .............................. St. Louis. MO magna cum laude 
magna cum laude DANIELLE M. SENECHALLE ...................... Oak Park. IL 
MICHELLE A. DEMARCHI .................. Willoughby . OH ADRIAN L. SIMMONS .. .................... .. ....... Dayton. OH 
:i: l~ui:ANS ....... e.k.. ................ Dayton . OH AMYE . WALSH ........ .. ....................... Rocky River. OH JOANNA C. WINTER .... ...... ...... ...... .. . Charleston. WV 
CAROLINE E. GALLAGHER ..................... Mequon. WI magna cum laude 
ALLISON L. HUBACH ................................ Dayto n. OH 
cum laude 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
TAMMY J. ALLISON .............................. Flatwoods. KY 
PAMELA AVERA .......... .... ....... .. ...... .. West Milton . OH 
magna cum laude 
KAREN MARIE BARNES ......................... Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
AMY MEREDITH BAUMEISTER .................... Hilliard. OH 
JULIE M . BEERMAN ...... .. ........ ...... ........ Cincinnati. OH 
AMY MARIE BETTENDORF ........ .... .. .. ...... . Dayton. OH 
magna cum laude 
KIMBERLY BORCHERS .... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... Russia . OH 
magna cum laude 
CHRISTINE M. BOWLES ...................... Coshocton. OH 
magna cum laude 
AMY K. BRITELL ....................................... Westport . CT 
KARRIE L. BUCK ...... .... ........ ........ Signal Mountain. TN 
cum laude 
KELLY J. BURKHARDT .... ...... ............ Beavercreek. OH 
magna cum laude 
CHRISTINE A . CASEY .................... .. .... .. .... Mentor. OH 
DEBRA CLAUDE ................................... Bellbrook. OH 
JAN MICHELE COLLINS .... ................... Versailles. OH 
, 11ag1 10 cum laode 5 (!_.. (__ 
tin Absentia lB 
ANGELA C. CRUMP.......... ...... .. .... Beavercreek. OH 
magna cum laude 
JILL K. DASCOLI ................................. Indianapolis. IN 
magna cum laude 
JENNIFER L. DASHNER .. .. ...... .. .... ........ ...... Toledo. OH 
cumlaude 
ANDREA S. DICKERSON .................... Centerville. OH 
COLLEEN M. DISBROW ........................ Vermilion . OH 
BRIDGET A. DONLY .......... ...... .............. .. .. Chicago. IL 
KRISTIN A. EISINGER ......................... .. ...... Wilmette. IL 
MISTY L. ELLIS .. .. .......... .. ...... .......... .. Beavercreek. OH 
magna cum laude 
MARY M. ENGLER .................................... Indiana. PA 
AMY M. FITZPATRICK ............................ Burlington. VT 
LYNN M. FOX ................ ........ ............ .. ...... Deerfield. IL 
KATHLEEN GUDORF .... .... ............. Huber Heights. OH 
ANGELA S. HAINES .. ................................ Dayton. OH 
cumlaude 
HEATHER L. HENISEE .... ........ .. .............. Columbia . PA 
c umlaude 
KERRY M. HIGGINS ................................... Warren. NJ 
KIMBERLY ANN HOC KMAN .. .. ..... .. .... Westerville. OH 
c umlaude 
THERESA A. HOFFMAN .... .... .. ...... Huber Heights. OH BETH-ANN RICCI ................... .... .... East Northport. NY 
summa cum laude (!._ L 
TAMMY L. HOWLAND .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . Arlington Hts. IL 
cumlaude 
JENNIFER A. RIEDEL.. .. .. .. .. ...... .... ............. Hudson . OH 
KEMBA N. HUBBARD ........................ ... ..... Dayton. OH JOSEPH L. SALLEY .................. ...... ........... . Evanston. IL 
magna cum laude JULIE A. SCHANER .. .. .. .. ........ .. .... Farmington Hills. Ml 
JOEY L. JACK .... .... .. ...... .......................... .... Xenia . OH summa cum laude 
cumlaude AMYL. SCHEIDERER ................ .. .. Milford Center. OH 
CLARE A. JAMIESON .......... Grosse Pointe Farms. Ml JULIE SCHINDLER .......... .. .................... Cincinnati . OH 
ELIZABETH KAMPMAN ...... .................. Cincinnati . OH 
magna cum laude 
t RICHARD D. SCHWARTZ. JR ......................... Troy. OH 
SURiliiOCOl i ildQae {]_ !...--r 
CLARE E. KEARNS ...................... ....... Whitehouse . NJ JENNIFER A. SHEEHAN ................ ...... ... Charlotte . NC 
LOUIS KRAMER ....................................... Louisville . OH JENNIFER A. SIEHL ...................... ............. Dayton . OH 
TERESA M . KRIS ......................... .. .... Grand Rapids. Ml magna cum laude 
JENNIPER LESTER ......... ...................... Monroeville.PA LORAINE K. SKALECKI ............................. .. Fairfax. VA 
TERESA LEWIS ................ .. ................ Woodbridge . VA MEGAN SOUTHERINGTON ..................... Dayton . OH 
MEGAN K. MAHONEY ............ .... ........ Columbus. OH cumlaude 
TIMOTHY E. McDANIEL .. .. .. .... ............. Lancaster. OH JAMEE M. SPRENGARD ...................... Cincinnati. OH 
t CHARLES M . McDOUGALL ........ .. ..... .. Versailles. OH TIFFANY M. STEWART .............................. Canton. OH 
summa cum laude L!., L_. 
TRICIA A. McGANN .. .. ...... ....................... Chicago. IL 
STEPHANIE L. TYBURSKI ...... .... ................ Holcomb. NY 
YAZMIN J. VALENCIA .............. .. .. ..... Strongsville . OH 
LEA N. MILLS ....................................... Columbus. OH magna cum laude 
JESSICA L. MOODY .... .. ...................... .... Newark. OH BETH A. VINCENTE ........ .. ..... .... ............ . Massillon . OH 
magna cum laude LENNIE J. WELLS ............ .... ................. Springfield . OH 
ERIN C. O 'CONNOR .......... .................. Pittsburgh . PA summa cum laude 
SHANNON E. O 'MALIA ................. ............. Carmel . IN MICHELLE L. WEPPRECHT ...... .... .... ...... ..... Lincrott. NJ 
LARA M. PELLEGRINO ..................... Middletown. OH ANGELA D. WHIT ACKER ..................... Columbus. OH 
KRISTIN J. PELUSO ..................................... Snyder. NY AMYE B. WHITE ......... .. ................ .............. Dayton . OH 
ANN MARIE PIRCHNER .......... ............... Red Bank. NJ magna cum laude 
summa cum laude JESSICA WIELOH .... ................... .............. Weirton . WV 
University Honors Program ANNE B. WITTY .. .. ...................................... Dayton . OH 
DAWN M. PLATTE ...... .... ........................ Naperville . IL summa cum laude 
cum laude KATHLEEN R. ZIMMERMAN .. .. .............. Park Ridge. IL 
AMY L. POTTS .......................... .... ..... Continental . OH magna cum laude 
cum laude 
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
SHANNON K. BIAS .................. .... ........ Columbus. OH MARYE. RUFFING ...... .. ........ .. ...... .... ....... Amherst . NH 
JESSICA T. DeBOIS ................ ...... ............... Dover. OH ANN MARIE SAPORITO .......... .. .......... ... Macedin . NY 
JOSEPH B. LAWRIE ............................ Indianapolis. IN 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
PAULA J. KIRCH ...... 4..: .. ~ .......... Cincinnati . OH t SUSAN JEAN WESTENDORF ...... ..... Beavercreek. OH 
~ CblR'l len:1Je f'\,\ (l_.,,l-
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST 
BRITNEY ALYCE BART .... ...... .................. .. . Dayton . OH KARA A. MAZZONI .... .. ............................... Devon. PA 
summa cum laude LEIGH ANN SCHMIDT ...... .... ............ .. .... Lexington . KY 
TRACY L. BULGER .................. ...... ........ Cincinnati. OH STEPHANIE L. SMITH .......... ...... ............... Mohnton. PA 
JENNIFER HARKINS .................. .... ........ Northbrook. IL 
tin Absentia 19 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
JEFFREY P. BRANDES .... ............ .. .. .............. Fortville. IN SCOTT K. DOYLE .......... ...... .................... ...... Rome. NY 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
MICHAEL P. BASINSKI ............ .. .................... Elyria.OH JENNIFER A HAGEN .. .. ...... ...... ............... Franklin, MA 
JENNIFER L. CALVERT ................... .... ........ Topeka. KS JAMES WILLIAM MEE ................ ......... Warminster. PA 
THEODORE A. CAUDILL ... .. .......... Monongahela. PA DOUGLAS F. NICHOLL .......... .. ..... ... Mayfield Hts. OH 
cum laude TROY D. OUHL ....................... .. ................ .. . Piqua . OH 
BRIANS. DALTON .. .. .................. .. ..... Middletown. OH LAURA C. OVERBECK .. .... .. ..... ....... .... ... Lebanon. OH 
TIMOTHY J. EGAN .... .. ........................ Indianapolis. IN , cumlaude 
cumlaude DAWN M. STRINGER ............... .... Daytona Beach. FL 
MELANIE R. GENDERS ...... .. ........ .. ..... Centerville . OH CLEOTHAS R. SYPH. JR ....... .... ..... ...... ....... Toledo. OH 
magRa cum laude- C-L.--, BILLIE SUE WARMOUTH .......... .... .. .... Miamisburg. OH 
HEIDI JOHANNA GRISMER. .. .... .... ... Dayton. OH magna cum laude 
JAMES A GUNTHER .. .. ........... .. ....... ..... Floral Park. NY 
SPORT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
MARKE. BOWMAN .............................. Wheeling . WV 
JAMES A DAVIDSON ...................... w. Lafayette. IN 
magna cum laude 
DAVID J. HOFFMAN .......................... Lyndonville.NY 
MICHAEL P. JACOBS .............................. Wheaton. IL 
CHRISTIAN J. KLOEPPING ....... ... ..... .... .... ... Chana . IL 
MARK A MALZEWSKI .... ...... .... .. ............. .... ..... Erie. PA 
JAMES N. MCDEVITT .... ...... .. ......... State College. PA 
JACQUELINE A RAUH .... ....... .. ... .. . New Weston. OH 
cumlaude 
DANIEL J. SHUFF ...... .. .. .. ... .. St. Louis. MO 
magna cum laude ~
·JJ~ ~ ~ ALARTEDUCATION ?-; rg /11 110 F 
WILLIAM C. PREWITT ................................. Xenia . OH 
r sur11r1 ,o cu, 11 loude !YJC!...,L 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH LESTINqr, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CHRISTOPHER BAUER .. .. .......... .. ...... ...... .... .. Ocula . FL 
MATTHEW BEAN ......... ...... ....... .. Willoughby Hills. OH 
DIANNA BEAR ....... .. ................................. Franklin. OH 
MICHELINA DECKER .. .... .... ............ ...... Brunswick. OH 
LISA DROBOT .... .... ............ .............. ........ Dayton. OH 
summa cum laude 
JOHN DUKE .............................................. Ashland . KY 
JONATHON FEDDERS ........... Loveland . OH 
cum laude 
NICHOLAS GALLE ...... .... ...... ........ ............ Mokena. IL 
tin Absentia 20 
MATTHEW GETZ.. .. ...... .. .. .. ..... Parma Heights. OH 
KIMBERLEY GIFFORD ............................ Granville.OH 
summa cum laude 
CLARE GORALSKE ........ .. ................ .. ... Pentwater. Ml 
CARA HASTINGS .... ...... .. .. .... ... ...... Beavercreek. OH 
ERIC JANZ .... . .... ...... ....... ..... ................ Concord . OH 
cumlaude 
LAURA KNABB .................................... Cincinnati . OH 
cum laude 
RYAN KRUPP .. .... .................................. .. . Fostoria.OH STETSON PLANCK ..... ...... ..... ...... .. . W.Alexandria . OH 
summa cum laude cumlaude 
JENNIFER LUCKMAN ... ............................. Villa Hills. KY EMILY PROMBO .............................. .... ...... Morrison . IL 
lffiegl"IO eurn loude-- c§..(!_t!__ SANDRA ROCHE .... .............................. .. . Mequon. WI 
NICHOLE LUNG .................. ...... .............. . Batavia. OH KEVIN ROMINE ........ .. ..... .... ................... Concord . OH 
CAROL McLAUGHLIN ........ .. ........... .. ....... Mason . OH DAVID ROTH ...... .. ......................... .. ... .. ..... Plano. TX 
ROZA MUHVIC .................................. .. Seven Hills. OH BRIAN SOHMERS .... ............. .. ......................... Crete . IL 
JULIE MURPHY ...................... ........ ..... Cincinnati. OH JULIE TANINGCO ... ...... ..................... Centerville. OH 
magna cum laude AARON THOMAS ............................. ............ .. Troy . OH 
DANIEL NAVICKY ....................... ...... N. Royalton . OH cumlaude 
NOEL NEVERS .......... .... .. ............. .. .. .. ......... Lenexa. KS STEPHANIE VETTER .. .. .. .......... ............ Ft. Jennings. OH 
BENJAMIN OHLER ...... .. .... ... .... . .......... Mansfield . OH ANGELA VOISARD .... ...... .... .. ........................ Troy. OH 
magna cum laude cumlaude 
University Honors Program 
MARK PAVLUS .... .. ............................ Rocky River . OH 
KATHLEEN WEAVER .................. ...... ........ Da','.ton. OH I~ lv1 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 11c ~ 
LYNN BENNETT .............. .. ....... ...... ........... Nevada. OH RICHARD NORTON .............................. .... Dayton . OH 
TRAVIS BUTZ ............................. .... .. ... Mt. Sterling. OH HEATHER PRICE ....................... ...... ........ Kettering . OH 
summa cum laude JENNIFER ROSS ................. ... ............... McComb. OH 
University Honors Program ELIZABETH SHELL ...... .. ................ .. ........... LaGrange . IL 
KEVIN CHRISTY ............ .... .......................... Amity . PA MICHAEL SHOOK ........................ ...... ......... Venice . FL 
ANDREW CROSS .... ...... ..................... Cleveland. OH ERIK TORGERSEN .............. .. ................ Uniontown. OH 
STEVEN DARMOFAL ..... ...... . .. .. Toledo. OH magna cum laude 
magna cum laude JOHN URBANICK ............................. .... Chardon.OH 
JARED EBBING ....................... .. ... ...... Co ldwater. OH cumlaude 
ANDREW HALL ........ .. .................... ........ Park Hills. KY MATTHEW WHISLER .... ...... ....................... .. Godfrey. IL 
JASON KLAR ............... .. .. .. ...... ... Dover. OH CHRISTY WILDER ................................... Vandalia . OH 
ROBERT KUEDERLE ....... .. .. ...... .. ........... Columbus. OH 
t AARON MATSON .................. ...... .................. Troy. OH 
summa cum laude 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ELECIRICAL ENGINEERING 
MARK FAHNER .......... .... ........ New Philadelphia . O H 
summa cum laude 
SHAWN HAMAKER ................................... Sidney. O H 
magna cum laude 
DANIEL KLOSTERMAN ...... .......... .. .. ...... Celina . OH 
cum laude 
RICHARD KUTTER .......................... New Madison. OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
CYNTHIA LATZA ... .. ...... .... ..... Twinsburg . O H 
cum laude 
THOMAS MASON ... .. .. ....... Cinc innati.OH 
RENO MASSARINI .......... ................ Beavercreek. OH 
CARLOS NIEVES ............ .... .................... Isla Verde . PR 
SHARON POLITIS ............................... Brookeville. MD 
BRIAN SANDERS .... ....... .... .. ................. Cincinnati. OH 
SCOTT SCHNEIDER .... .. ............................. Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude 
JONATHAN SMITH ........ .. .......... Dayton . OH 
CATHERINE STAUBLE ..................... Beavercreek. OH 
magna cum laude 
DAVID VALLESE .. ................. ................. Macedon. NY 
ALEX WILLIAMSON .. .. ....................... Centerville. OH 
summa cum laude 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
/~IV 
3F 
SHAWN AHLERS ................ .. ... .... West Carrollton. OH 
/S-
CORINNE FRYMAN .. .................................. Solon . OH 
summa cum laude MIRANDA GOUBEAUX .............................. Russia.OH 
JENNIFER BERNIER ................. .... ......... C incinnati . OH cum laude 
JENNIFER CORNEILLE ..... .... .......... Fairfield . O H MICHAEL GROMOSIAK ........... .. ............. Dayton . OH 
SEAN DOLL ................. .. ..... Englewood.OH ROGER GURAL .... ...... .. ...... ........ Dayton . OH 
DIANE FRICK .............. .. ................ . ......... Dayton . OH cumlaude 
University Honors Program 
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BRYAN HAWKINS ................ ... ........... Shippenville . PA G REGORY MALENICH .. .... .. ............ Garfield Hts. OH 
JULIE HERZOG .................... .... .............. Sandusky. OH DANIEL MCSWEENEY .... ...... ............... Westerville . OH 
BRIAN HETRICK ............................. .... ....... Weirton . WV MARC MULDOON .................................. Fairfield . OH 
JASON HOPPA .................. .... ................ Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
JAMES NIEDERMIER .......... ...... New Washington. OH 
DUAIIJE SCOTT ................ .. .................. .. . Massillon . OH 
MARC HORSTMAN ................ .. ..................... Troy , OH 
GRAHAM KAISER .. .. ...... ... .... .. .................. Aurora . OH 
KRISTOFER SOLLER .................. .. ............ Shelbyville . IN 
cumlaude 
cumlaude 
University Honors Program 
SEAN SUTTMAN .. ................... .. ......... Miamisburg. OH 
magna cum laude 
ELIZABETH KARLA ..... ........................... Brunswick. OH DANIEL SZUCH ................ ...... ............. Cleveland . OH 
summa cum laude JOSEPH TOPMILLER .............................. ... Villa Hills. NY 
MATTHEW KASHUK .. .. ........................ . Johnstown. OH summa cum laude 
DANIEL KENAAN ............ .. .................... Glenshaw. PA University Honors Program 
WILLIAM KING .............. ........ ............... Twinsburg. OH TROY UNTERBRINK .... . ... .. .... Elida. OH 
magna cum laude LAWRENCE VINCEK .. .................... .. .. .. ... Amherst. OH 
University Honors Program cum laude 
JAMES KISH .......... .. ............ .... ....... ...... ..... Bellaire. OH THOMAS WUESTEFELD .. ...... .................. Batesville. IN 
CHRISTOPHER LAZZARA .......... .. .. .... .... Pittsburgh. PA 
MARTIN LONCAR ....................... Willoughby Hills. OH ~7//1 2c 
cumlaude 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ~ 
CHEMICAL PROCESS TECHNOLOGY 
MATTHEW ARGENBRIGHT .......... ...... ...... Dayton. OH SWETANG PATEL ...................... ...... .......... Dayton. OH 
DAVID MERZ ................ ...... .............. Woodbridge . VA 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JOHN AKUJOBI .......... ...... ................... Richmond. VA JOHN FLANIGAN ..................................... Dayton . OH 
ABDUL AL-NASRALLAH .. .................................. Kuwait CRAIG HEJL ................... .. .. ...... .... Parma Heights. OH 
WILLIAM CALLAHAN ................ .. .... .. ..... Naperville. IL WADE HICKLE ......... ................... West Carrollton . OH 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JASON COCCO ...... .... ............. Willoughby Hills. OH MICHELLE ORR .......... .. .. .. ...................... Willowick. OH 
magna cum laude JAMES SIMS JR . .... .. ........ ............... ...... ..... Dayton. OH 
PETER LOWRY .... ............................. .. .......... Akron. OH JOHN THOMAS .............. .. ....... .. .............. Madison. CT 
TRINDA LUDWIG .. ...... .. ........ .. ............ Walbridge . OH BRAD TURNEY ............................... .... ....... Florence . KY 
magna cum laude 
HOLLY MCNAMEE ........ .. ............. Maple Heights . OH 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
SAAD AL-SHUAIB .............. .. .. .. ............. .. .......... Kuwait CARRIE PERRY ....... .. .. .... ................... .. ...... Radcliff. KY 
SCOTT BEGLEY .. .. .......... ........ ......... Beavercreek. OH magna cum laude 
ABDULLAH BUKHALAF .... .... .. ... ........................ Kuwait VINCENT SANDERS .... .. '. ....................... Shelbyville , IN 
PHILIP BURRELL .................................... Cincinnati . OH 
MICHELLE KRAPP ................ ........ .... .. Englewood. OH 
magna cum laud~ L 
GREGORY SESSO ................ ...... .............. Pittsford. NY 
magna cum laude ROBERT SHEPHERD ...................... .. ........ Kettering . OH 
DANIEL LESTINGI .................................. Kettering. OH ROBERT STEPIC ................ ...................... Westlake. OH 
SAMUEL LINTON .......... ........ .............. Englewood . OH 
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
WARREN BARNES ..................................... Findlay. OH MICHAEL FISHER .... ...... .... ........................ Dayton . OH 
ANDREW CRAYS ............................. N. Muskego n. Ml CHARLES SAAH. .. .. ...... .. .. .. . est-Alexm:idr~OJ-i 
THOMAS ERVIN .................. .... ........................ Troy. OH JEFFREY G . MAGNANI .. ...................... Vandalia . OH 
summa cum laude 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
BADER AL-SANE .............................................. Kuwait ROBERT KING .......... .. ...... ..... .................... Dayton . O H 
GEORGE ARCHIABLE ......................... C incinnati. OH cum laude 
CRAIG BROWN ................................ West Milton . OH ROBERT LANDIS .............................................. Troy. O H 
BRITTON CRATES ...... ................................ Kenton . OH cum laude 
cum laude DAVID OGDEN ...................... .................. Mason. OH 
GREGORY DANIEL ............................ Englewood . OH cumlaude 
JASON DeDARIO .................................. Kettering.OH EDWARD SORAUF .......... .......................... Dayto n . OH 
ANTHONY DOSSIER ...... .... .. .. ...... .... ...... Rochester. NY TINA THOMAS .. .. ........ .... ........................ Kettering. O H 
CARLO ILARDI .. .. .......... ...... ............. Chesterfield . MO JO EL WUEBKER ...................................... Versailles. OH 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL J. MORMAN, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGRE~MAS7ER OF ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 
PATRICIA GILKESON .................. West Carrollton. OH GREGORY THOMAS ................................ Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Kentucky. ·73) (B.A. . University of Dayton . '93) 
tSTACY SEIBERT ................ ...... .... ................ Dayton . OH 
(B.A. . Miami University. '93) 
ENGLISH 
PATRICIA DELAMAR .... ...... ...... .. .......... Bellbrook. OH TRACY SCOVIL .. .. ........................ Winston-Salem. NC 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '94) (B.S .. California Polytechnic State University. '88) 
KEVIN GLADISH .... .................... . Garfield Heights. OH SHAWN SEXTON ........................ .... ........ Kettering . OH 
(B.A. . University of Dayton. ·94) (B.A. . University of Dayton . '92) 
LISA MAHLE .......... .... ........ ........................ Dayton . OH KELLY STEENBERGE ............................. . Somerville. NJ 
(B.A. . University of Dayton. ·93) (B.A. . University of Dayton . '94) 
KENNETH NOVAK ........................... Beavercreek. OH CHRISTOPHER WILKEY .... ........................ Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Notre Dame. '93) (B.A. . Northern Arizona University. '93) 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 
t JEFFREY MYERS ................ ....... .................. . Tucson. AZ 
~ll.A .. Ohio WesleyeA-Uiwefsi.tv.,.., ':Qel,- (B.S .. University of Michigan. '88) 
t VERNON LEE .... ...... ................... ... Huber Heights. OH MARK ROEDER ................... .... ................ .. Dayton . OH 
(B.B.A .. Howard University . '91) (B.A.. Cedarville College. '93) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
tDEBORAH DORNBUSH .... .... ............... Bethel Park . PA DAVID YODER ............ ... ................... Centerville. OH 
(B.S .. Clarion State College . '86) (B.A.. University of Akron. '79) 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
LYNDA HAIDNICK ..................... Cuyahoga Falls. OH CONOR MclNTYRE ........... ..... ...... .... Rocky River. OH 
(B.S.Ed .. University of Akron. '76) (B.S.Ed .. Bowling Green State University. '92) 
/0 tt1 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE if' 
-tr 
BASIM ABUSUBHA .................................... Dayton.OH 
(B.S .. Central State University. '91) 
JAMES ADKINS ....................... .... ... Germantown. OH 
(B.G.S .. Ohio University. '81) 
PANNALAL CHORDIA ........... ........... .... . Dayton . OH 
(B.E.. University of Madras) 
CURTIS JEFFERSON ....................... ...... ...... Dayton . OH 
(B.S.E.E .. Tennessee Technological University, ' 86) 
AJAY KOCHHAR ...................... ....... ........ . Dayton.OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Delhi . '91) 
t EWA PIETROCZUK ... . ... ...... .... .... Dayton.OH 
(Magister. University of Warsaw. '87) 
(M.A.. University of Dayton. '92) 
JOHN SANNER ··················· ········· ············· Dayton . OH 
CB.A.. Capital University, '90) 
t MICHAEL STACKPOLE ..................... Miamisburg. OH 
(B.S.J .. West Virginia University. ' 75) 
KEVIN THOMAS ............... .............. .. ......... Dayton.OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '76) 
SUNEETHA YERAGANI .......... ...... ... . Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S .. Osmania University. '93) 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF PUBIJC ADMINISTRA 170N 
RODNEY ABLES ................................. .. . Brookville. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '90) 
TIMOTHY COFFIN ................................. Ville Platte . LA 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy . · 88) 
DELORES DAVIS ............................ ........... Doyton. OH 
(BA . Wright State University, ' 79) 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE 
THOMAS O'ROURKE ... ...... ... .......... ......... Dayton.OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '90) 
LEONARD ROBERTS ................................. Dayton. OH 
(PH.B .. Wayne State University. '69) 
LANCE STYLES ...................... .................. .. Dayton. OH 
(BA. Wittenberg University. '91) 
611 
;F 
APPLIED MATHEMATICAL SYSTEMS 
NICHOLAS KUPROWICZ .............. ........ . Dayton . OH SURESH MARYALA ............................... .... Dayton.OH 
(B.S.E .. Indiana Institute of Technology, '94) (B.E .. Gulbargo University. '89) 
(M.E .. University of New Orleans. '93) 
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BIOLOGY 
tANJENETTE BRINKMAN ..................... Cloverdale. OH STEPHEN TURNER .. .. ...... .......................... Rosedale. IN 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '94) (B.S .. Eastern Illinois University. '93) 
BRENT CHRISTNER .. .......................... Connellsville. PA SARAH HEALY VIGDERSON ................... 'Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. Westminster College. '92) (B.S .. San Diego State University. '93) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES Lr /rt ?r 
~ 
MARY KAY DEMOCKO .......... ..... . . Struthers. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '89) 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
WILLIAM R. ABEL ...... .... ............................ Dublin . OH MICHAEL TODD FELDMEYER .... ........... Kettering. OH 
(B.B.A. . Ohio University. '89) (B.S .. Purdue Univ~rsity. '87) 
PATRICK M. ALCOX .......... ................. Westerville .OH YAN FENG ...... .... .............. .. ...................... ... ... .... Chino 
(B.B.A.. University of Cincinnati . ·91) (B.E.E .. Tianjin Institute of Light Industry) 
ANUPMA BANSAL ................................. Kettering. OH LILIAN A. GRIECO .. ........ ... ............. Beavercreek. OH 
(B. of Commerce. Punjabi University. '87) CB.A. . Duquesne University. · 65) 
(M. A.. Punjabi University. '89) LISA CHRISTINE GRUBICH .... ...... ......... Pataskala . OH 
RALF J. BECKMANN .. ................ ........... ...... Germany (B.S .. Ohio State University. '84) 
(University of Augsburg) tHEIDI CHRISTINE GUARRIELLO ..... .. .... Springfield . OH 
tSHERRI CARTER ................................ Miamisburg . OH (B.S .. University of Dayton . '91) 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '93) tKENNETH C . HOFFMAN ........ ........ . Bellefontaine.OH 
CHRISTOPH NICOLAS CARUS .... ........ Germany (BA . Wittenberg University, '77) 
(University of Augsburg) (B.S .. Wright State University, ' 85) 
CHRISTA S. CONLEY ........ .. ................. Centerville. OH THOMAS F. HOULIHAN ............................ . Germany 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '91) (University of Augsburg) 
JOSEPH JOHN COOPER .... .... ... . West Carrollton. OH JOHN JOSEPH HUART ...... ..................... Kettering. OH 
(8.S .. GMI Engineering & Management Institute. '90) (B.S .. University of Dayton . '87) 
BRIAN J. CORNELL ......... ....... ....... Huber Heights. OH tMARIE CHRISTINE HUBER ... ....... ............. Fairborn. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '89) (B.S .. University of Dayton . '90) 
GARY L. DAVIS .......... ......................... Westerville . OH tCHRISTOPHER J. KENNEDY ..................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '81) (B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '89) 
MICHAEL J. DELWICHE ................................ Troy. OH CHRISTIAN KUEHNL .............................. .... Dayton.OH 
(B.S .. Boston College . '91) (University of Augsburg) 
tROBERT A. DEVER ..... ......... ... ................ Tipp City. OH PETRA U. KUHN .... ........................ ...... ...... .. Germany 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '83) (Univeristy of Augsburg) 
DEAN DUANE DREVES ........................ . Kettering. OH JOY RUTH LAZOR ............... ... Canal Winchester . OH 
(B.B.A.. University of Iowa. '92) (B.B .. Operations. DeVry Institute of Technology. '91) 
KRISTINE MARIE DREVES ...................... Kettering. OH 'l'dlJERGrn t0HM1:1&1,ER "" ....................... S ermm,v-
(B.B.A. . Ohio University. '91) , (1 lnHmi*v ef Aogsbrng, > 
GAIL MARIE DUNCAN ......... . .. . Powell.OH tGUY EDWARD MANN ................. . Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S .. Wic)lita State University .'89) (B.B.A.. Southern College. '90) 
tSTEPHEN R. EISENTRAGER ............ ... ... Springfield. OH KEVIN JOSEPH McCAMEY .... ..... ... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.A.. Cedarville College. '86) (B.E.E .. University of Dayton . '85) 
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PATRICK JOSEPH McSWEENY ........ Worthington. OH 
(B.S .. Saint Joseph's University, '90) 
t DAVIDE. MEEDS .......................... Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '86) 
ANTHONY M. MUNDY .... ... ... ........... .. ..... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati . '87) 
t DAVID H. MYSZKA ............... . ............... Kettering. OH 
(B.S .. State University of New York at Buffalo. '85) 
(M .S .. State University of New York at Buffalo. '89) 
t BRIAN J. NOEL .... ........................ ..... .......... Powell . OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '90) 
G . DANA PARIS ........ .. ....................... Westerville . OH 
(B.A. . Bellarmine College . '71) 
t AITAKRIT PIAMTHIPMANUS .......... ... .. ........ Xenia . OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '92) 
WANNIKA PINYOWAITAYAKORN ......... Dayton . OH 
(B.B.A. . Assumption University, '93) 
LIXIN QI ..... ............................................... Dayton. OH 
(B. E .• Hefei University of Technology . '90) 
UDO RIEGER ................................. . .... Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
MICHAEL GLENN RINALDI .. ... ...... .... .. Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. University of Alabama. '91) 
t JILL LYNN ROSS ....................... .... .......... Kettering. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '91) 
t PATRICIA L. RUDOLF ............................... Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. Purdue University. ·91) 
t PATRICK R. SARVER .............. .. .. .. ........ Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '86) 
DANIELS. SCHNEIDER ......................... ... ... Dublin . OH 
(B.S .• Ohio State University. '80) 
LYNDA MARIE SCHWIETERMAN ........ Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '90) 
DOUGLAS H. SEBASTIAN ............... ....... .. . Dublin . OH 
(B.A. . Ohio Dominican College . '90) 
JANE SPERRY SHADE .... .... ................. Centerville. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '93) 
ROGER A SIMON ................... .... .... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '7 4) 
scon ALAN SIZEMORE ................. Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S .. Georgetown College . '87) 
t MICHAEL JAMES STAMOS ...... ... ... ..... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '87) 
(M.A . Ohio State University. '91) 
CHARLES scon STURWOLD ..... ............. . .. . Troy, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati . ' 86) 
t ANN MARIE TOOMB ................. ...... . Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '90) 
BRIAN M. TOWNSEND .................. .. Beavercreek. OH 
(B.A. . Millikin University, '83) 
t THOMAS PATRICK UVA ............ .... ...... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. North Adams State College. '91) 
MICHAEL WATSON ... ..................... Beavercreek. OH 
(BST University of Dayton . · 83) 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PATRICIA A. FIRST, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCAT10N 
BUILDING LEADERSHIP 
BRENDA S. EICKHOLT ................ ...... ..... Van Wert. OH 
(B.S. , Defiance College . '83) 
CHILD/YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 
tCYNTHIA BOEHM ................ .. ...... ................. Ada . OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '86) 
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COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES COUNSELING 
DEANNA BARBER ...... ... .................. .. ·· ·· · St. Marys. OH t TERESA HERMIZ ............. .......... . Washington C.H .. OH 
(B.A. . Ohio Northern University. '91) (B .. Circleville Bible College . '58) 
MICHAEL CRAWFORD ......................... Allendale . Ml AMANDA PRACEK .......... .. .................. Kettering . OH 
(B.A. . Grand Valley State University . '93) (BA . West Virginia University. '93) 
JEFFREY FLAHERTY ...... Rochester. OH 
(B.A. . University of Dayton. · 89) 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 
tLINDA BINGMAN .......... ... ........ .............. .. .. Xenia. OH GAELEEN WACHT ........... ... ................. ..... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. · 81) (B.S .. University of Dayton . '84) 
t NANCY EBEN ..... ..................... .............. Urbana. O H 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '90) 
EARLY EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
DIANE GIBFRIED .. ..................... .......... Springfield , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '72) 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
THOMAS BAILEY ............... ........................ Dayton . OH 
(B.M.E .. Northern Kentucky University, '91) 
RICHARD BRANDEBERRY ...................... . Ansonio. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '80) 
t JANICE BRUNCK .............. .. ....... ...... ....... Hillsboro. OH 
(AB .. Wilmington College. '88) 
DAWN COUNTRYMAN .. ......................... Peebles. OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati . '91) 
LORI DAVIS .... ........ .. .. ................... ... ......... Hilliard. OH 
(BA. Miami University , '85) 
DONALD D. GLEIM. JR ..... .... ... Franklin Furnace . OH 
(B.B.A. . Morehead State University. ' 78) 
BEVERLY GORMAN .... .... ............... West Chester. OH 
(B.S .. University of Illinois. ' 80) 
t JOSEPH HAND ................ ....... .................. Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '66) 
tJEANENNE JACKSON ... ....... .............. Springfield , OH 
(B.S .• University of Cincinnati . '72) 
t DEBRA MAHAM ................ .... ................ Mt. Orab , OH 
(B.A. . Northern Kentucky University. '90) 
t DAVID MANDZAK .......... ..... .................... Frankli!l. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University. '72) 
M. JACQUELINE MESSERSCHMIIT ..... Westerville . OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. '77) 
MELINDA MORDARSKI ...... .... ...... ........ Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '92) 
TARA SIRA .......... .. ....... .................... .. ..... Bellbrook. OH 
(B.S .. University of New Hampshire . '81) 
EDWARD STANZIANO ................... .... ... ... . Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. University of Akron. '76) 
t THOMAS VARGO ... ...... ....................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Youngstown State University, '86) 
t PATRICK WALSH .. .. .... ........ ...... .............. Ft. Dodge, IA 
(B.A. . Loras College , '65) 
(M.S .. Creighton University. ' 71) 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
t LINNEA BLANCHARD ................................ Bexley, OH AMY REGULA ................................... .. .. ... . Hilliard. OH 
(B.A. . Capital University, '80) (BA . Capital University. '90) 
NANCY BRADLEY .. ... ... .. .. ... .... ........... Englewood . VA MARY BETH RIDDLE ................ .. ... .............. Sidney. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '90) (B.S .. University of Dayton . '89) 
PAMELA BRIGGS ......... ..... .. ... Canal Winchester. OH t TERESA SKILLINGS ............................... Springfield. OH 
(B.S .. Kent State University. · 87) (B.M.E .. Wittenberg University, '83) 
DAVID ENIX .... .. ... ........ ............................ Dayton . OH SUSAN SMITH ............................ Lancaster. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '82) 
t MARSHAK. GENTELINE ... ......... ..... ...... Gahanna. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '87) 
1_y.s .. Ohio University. '81) 
-rfKAY LYNN YOUNG .............................. Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Otterbein College, '83) 
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
t TIFFANY CALLAHAN ................................ Dayton, O H BETH HUGHES .. ..................................... Vandalia, OH 
(A.B., Smith College, '92) (B.S., University of Dayton . '92) 
LITERATURE AND WHOLE LANGUAGE 
tANN FINDLEY ............... .............. Peac htree City , GA 
(B.S., University o f Dayton, ·94) 
SUSAN STICKEL ... ... ... ............................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S., Miami University, ' 70) 
t SUSAN HUNDLEY ................ .. .................... Dayton . O H 
(B.S., Wright State University , ·89) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
DAVID D. ROSENBERGER ························· Waldo, OH 
(B.S., Miami University, '94) 
READING TEACHER 
TINA BAILEY .. .. ................... . ...... Tipp City, OH ALECIA MYERS ................ .. ............. Bellefontaine , OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, ' 89) (B.S., Ashland University. · 88) 
tBARBARA HUNT .... ........................... New Albany. O H 
(B.S .. Capital University, '68) 
SCHOOL COUNSELING 
tKENNETH BALL .......... ...... .................... . Lancaster, OH t ALISON Mc LESKEY .... .. .. .. ..... .. Columbus. OH 
(B.S., Ohio Stcte University, '87) (B.S .. Wheeloc k University, ·78) 
ANITA BARTON ..................................... St . Marys. OH t JAMES MONNIER .... .................. ....... .... Versailles.OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '88) (B.S., Bowling Green State University, ' 76) 
t EILEEN BENEDICT ................. .... ............ Pataskala, OH SUSAN OEHLER .... .. .. .................................. Mason , O H 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '72) (B.A. . Northern Kentucky University, · 89) 
t DEBORA EASTON ......... .. ........................... Piquo . OH MARY PAITERSON .... ......................... ... Kettering , OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '78) (B.S., Bowling Green State University. '77) 
t JANET HUNT ..... ... ........ .................... Bellefontaine , OH FLO TIGNER ... ................... ........................ Dayton . OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '67) (B.S., Central State University, · 81) 
t DEBORAH KAYLOR .......... ...... ............ Springfield , OH HEIDI TOWNSEND .... ........................ Worthington. OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. ·87) (B.S., Ohio State University, '90) 
JAMES KLOEPFER ........................ .... .............. Ada .OH tRENEE WANK ..... .. ... ........................ ...... Defiance . OH 
(B.A. , University of Findlay, ' 88) (B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '89) 
t LUCY MANIFOLD .... .. .................... Reynoldsburg , OH tllNDA WETZEL .......... ... ............................ .. Waldo, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '85) (B.S .. College School of Ozarks, '7 1) 
WANDA MAYS .......... .. .. ...................... Co lumbus, OH 
(B.S., Central State University . ·91) 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
JESSIE RARKER .......... ..................... ... ...... St. Paris, OH scon HIRTH ............................ ...... .. .. Westerville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University , ·76) (B.A. , Bowling Green State University, ' 88) 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION 
MOLLY MALOOF ........ .. ...... .. ............... Whitehall , OH t MARY LOU PURDY .... ...... .................... Gahanna, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University . ·87) (B.S., University of Dayton , '74) 
SOCIAL AGENCY COUNSELING 
COLLEEN BAIN .... ............ ................... Columbus, OH TIMOTHY GRANNAN ............... .. ........ Columbus, OH 
(B.A. , Ohio State University, · 8 7) (B.A.. Ohio Dominican College. '75) 
MARGIE BASINGER .......... ..... ....................... Elida , OH (M.A., University of Dayton . '87) 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University. · 84) t NADINE GUERRIER ... .......................... ..... Baldwin, OH 
NATALIE BATES ... ....... ........ .............. Pickerington , OH (B.S., University of Dayton, ·90) 
(B.S., Ashland University. '94) LARRY HENRY .... ...... ......................... ... . Brookville, OH 
AMY BELCASTRO ................. .. ...... .. ........... Bexley. OH (B.A. , Ohio University. ·92) 
(B.A. , Capital University, '94) t CAROL HUBER .. ..................... .......... New Albany. OH 
CHARLES BENDER .... ....................... .... Columbus. OH (B.S, Capital University, '66) 
(B.S., Ohio State University, ·88) LISA HUNT ................ .... ........................ Gahanna. OH 
t VICTORIA H. CAREY ............. ..... ..... Worthington. OH (B.S., Ohio State University. ·87) 
(B.S, Ohio State University, '70) GREGORY JOHNSON ... ...................... Columbus. OH 
SANDRA CLEVENGER ................ ...... ............ Elida . OH (B.S .. Ohio State University. '88) 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '93) t VALERIE LANG .... .. ... ................ ... ... ... ...... Bluffton , OH 
CINDY CLOUSER ................ ................... Kettering. OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, · 89) 
(B.S., Ohio University. ·ao) t CAROL LANGENFELD ............................. .. Dublin , OH 
TRACY COHEN ........... ... .. .... ............... Gahanna, OH (B.S .. Miami University, '75) 
(B.A., Ohio State University. ·92) DARCY LORD ............... ................ ........ .... . Dublin, OH 
tRANDALL COPAS .............. ....... ........ ... Van Wert, OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, '90) 
(B.S., Liberty University. '90) ANTHONY MILLER .......... ............. ..... ... Columbus, OH 
MAVIS COURTS ....................... .... ............. Dayton , OH (B.S., Franklin University, '92) 
(B.A. , Wright State University, · 89) 
AMANDA DETRAZ ............... ......... ..... ............ Milan. IN 
t GISELE MILLER ................................... .. Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Salem College, '78) 
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JENNIFER L. DASHNER .......... Elementary Education 
MICHELLE A. DEMARC HI ................ Education of the 
KELL y MICHELLE BOYER .. ....... ... .. ...... ..... Accounting 
CAITLIN C . BREAULT .......... ...... ........ Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
DAVID A. DEMETER ... ...... ....... .. ..... ... ..... Mathematics 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
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JASON RAYMOND DODSON ....... American Studies BETHANY FAITH MEARS .... ............ .. .......... Psychology 
MICHAEL F. DONALDSON ................... ... ... Marketing JOEL M. MICHAEL .. .. Visual Communication Design 
BRIDGET RENEE DOWNING .......... .. Political Science SCOTT M . MOODY .... ....................... Communication 
TIMOTHY J. EGAN .......... ...... .. Secondary Education EMILY M. MOORMAN .... ............................... . Finance 
JONATHON FEDDERS ... ... ..... Chemical Engineering PATRICIA A. MORTER ................ .... ... .... ........... English 
JENNIFER KRISTEN FENSKE ... ........ ........... . Psychology ROBERT CHRISTIAN NIENBURG .. .. ........ Photography 
BRIAN ANTHONY FERBER ............ ... Communication DAVID OGDEN .... .... ......... Mechanical Engineering 
BRIAN A. FISHER ... ...... .......................... ...... Marketing Technology 
ERIN CHRISTINE GALLAGHER ................. Accounting LAURA C . OVERBECK ... ..... ... Secondary Education 
PAUL ROBERT GAN NI NG ER ................ .. Premedicine JASON DOUGLAS PEGANOFF ........... ..... ...... Finance 
AMIE MARIE GILL .. .. .... .. ······ ···· ··· ........... Mathematics BETH ANN PERCYNSKI .... ············ ... Political Science 
MIRANDA GOUBEAUX ..... Mechanical Engineering STETSON PLANCK .................. Chemical Engineering 
ROGER GURAL .................. Mechanical Engineering DAWN M. PLATTE .................. Elementary Education 
ALEXANDER N. GUZZO .......... ...................... ..... History AMY L. POTTS ... ...................... Elementary Education 
KRISTEN ANDREA HACKERT .................. . Accounting DEBORAH ANNE RATHZ .... ...... ............... Biochemistry 
ANGELA S. HAINES ............... Elementary Education JACQUELINE A. RAUH Sport Management Program 
JENNIFER LYNN HASTEDT ................. Human Ecology BETH-ANN RICCI ................... Elementary Education 
HEATHER L. HENISEE .............. Elementary Education NICOLE LEE RODERER ......................... Management 
EMILY JEAN HENSON .. .. ..................... English/History Information Systems 
JENNIFER LYNN HILL ...... ........................... Psychology JOSE JAVIER RODRIGUEZ-AMADEO ..... Accounting 
JENNIFER LYNN HILL.. . ....... Criminal Justice ELIZABETH MARIE ROGERS ....................... ...... Biology 
JENNIFER WESTENDORF HIRT .. ................ Psychology VIRGINIA RUTH SANZONE ... ............. ............... English 
KIMBERLY ANN HOCKMAN .. Elementary Education JEFFREY M. SCHEIDE .. ............ .... ...................... English 
PEGGY ANN HOFFMANN .............. Communication DEREK A. SEEBER .. .... ... ..................... ..... ....... .. .. Physics 
ALLISON L. HUBACH .... .. ................. Education of the LISA JANE SCHULTZ .......................... Religious Studies 
Handicapped/ Elementary Education JENNIFER A . SHELDON ........................ Management 
SHIRLA K. HU ETH ... ... ... ...................... Communication MELINDA JOY SIMON .... ................................ Finance 
JOEY L. JACK ... ...................... Elementary Education SEASON RENEE SNYDER ....... Environmental Biology 
ERIC JANZ .......... ...... ........ ..... Chemical Engineering KRISTOFER SOLLER .. ... .... .. Mechanical Engineering 
RICHARD K. JONES .... .. ....................... ... ... ..... Finance MEGAN SOUTHERINGTON .. . Elementary Education 
GRAHAM KAISER .............. Mechanical Engineering NATALIE MARIE STANO ... ....................... Biochemistry 
AMY RUTH KHAN .......................... ... ... .. Management PATRICIA A. STRANEVA ...... .. ................... Psychology 
Information Systems ANDREW B. TESNAR . Visual Communication Design 
COURTNEY DAWN KING ... ...................... Psychology GREGORY W. TESNAR ..... .. ..... .. ..... ............ Marketing 
ROBERT KING ..... .............. Mechanical Engineering AARON THOMAS .......... ... ... .. Chemical Engineering 
Technology CATHLENE A. THOMAS-HERNANDEZ .. .... Psychology 
LYNETTE E. KISS .... . . ... .. .. ... .................. Psychology C . DAPHNE THOMPSON ... ................................ History 
DANIEL KLOSTERMAN ............ Electrical Engineering C . DAPHNE THOMPSON ................. ....... Premedicine 
LAURA KNABB .... .... .. ...... ....... Chemical Engineering JANELL KATHLEEN TURNER ················· ····· Psychology 
ANTHONY JOHN KRABILL ............................. . Finance JOHN URBANICK ................ ....... ..... Civil Engineering 
CYNTHIA LATZA ....................... Electrical Engineering LAWRENCE VINCEK .......... Mechanical Engineering 
LORI JEAN LEATHERS ............... ...... Political Science ANGELA VOISARD .. .............. Chemical Engineering 
JASON E. LENIHAN ............................ . ..... ..... Finance KIMBERLY NICOLE WALTHER .......... Political Science 
MELISSA M. LIMP-FOSTER ...... ...... .......... Biochemistry SUSAN JEAN WESTENDORF .. .. ... .... Health Education 
JEFFREY P. LUCAS ..... .... .............. . .. ... ... History THOMAS WUESTEFELD ...... Mechanical Engineering 
TONYA MARIE McKEE ......... ...................... Sociolo gy 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
JOSEPH A. BEGNAUD .... ............................ Studio Arts 
BRIAN ANTHONY BISIG .... .... Music/Communication 
TRAVIS BUTZ ..... ..... ......... ................ Civ il Engineering 
ELIZABETH LYNN BOUNDS ....... Music Therapy/Music 
Perfo rmance 
DANA LYNN DOUGHERTY . . .. Biology 
WENDY MICHELLE FRANKO ....... ... ........ .. Psychology 
ROGER GURAL .... Mec hanic al Engineering 
GRAHAM KAISER ... . .... Mec hanic al Engineering 
WILLIAM KING ........ Mec hanic al Engineering 
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RICHARD KUTTER ................. .... Electrical Engineering 
KURT PAUL LEUENBERGER. JR .......... ....... .... .. . Biology 
AMYL YNN JEAN MILLER ... Communication/Spanish 
SARA K. MINER ... Computer Science/Mathematics 
BRIAN M. NOYLE .... ...... ... .. ....... ... .. . .. . ...... ... Biology 
BENJAMIN O HLER ................. Chemic al Engineering 
ANN MARIE PIRCHNER ...... .. Elementary Educ ation/ 
English 
BRIAN MATTHEW STARKS .. ..... ... ............ ..... Sociolog y 
CAROLINA DAPHNE THOMPSON ....... Premedicine/ 
History 
JOSEPH TOPMILLER ................................ Mechanical 
Engineering 
SEAN PATRICK TUNNING. Mathematics/Economics 
KA TE MARIE WEIGAND ......... ........ ........... .. Studio Arts 
ANTHONY JAMES WIMMERS .... ..... ... .... ....... .... Physics 
STEPHANIE ANNE YOUSTRA ........... ... .. Music Therapy 
WILLIAM JAMES ZAFIRAU ... .. . ·· ············ Biology 
Awarded to selected students for having succe~fully completed a series of special Honors seminars and a 
Honors thesis. 
CORE PROGRAM GRADUATES 
VASANTHI ANNADURAI .... ..... .. .. .................... Biology ELIZABETH ANNE KAMPMAN Elementary Education 
AMYE . ARMSTRONG .................... Education of the' VIKKI MARIE KNIGHT ................ ......... Criminal Justice 
Handicapped/ Elementary Education TIMOTHY E. KRUSE ...................... .... ................... History 
ANGELICA ANNA BARES ......... ............... Psychology ANN MARIE LYNCH ........ .. ............ .. ...... ... Psychology 
JULIE M. BEHRENS ....... Economics/Politiccl Science THOMAS PHILIP LYNCH ............ .. Psychology/English 
TERESA J. BROERING ............................. Biochemistry COURTNEY MED!LL MCCOOK ..... ... ... .... Accounting 
ANDREA JENNINE BURNS ..... ......... .... .. ...... .. ... English EILEEN MARIE MENKER ..... ... .. ....... Education of the 
MATT THOMAS BURNS ..... ........ ..... ... .. . .. Finance Handicapped/ Elementary Education 
SUSAN MARIE BYSTROM ..... .. ....... .. ...... Management EMILY LOUISE MURRAY .. ....... ... .... ... Communication 
HEATHER MARIE CLARK ................. Political Science RICHARD MURPHY PAYERCHIN .. ..... ............... English 
JILL KRISTINE DASCOLI .......... Elementary Education KRISTIN JADE PELUSO ........... Elementary Education 
LORI L. DEEL .... ... ........... . ...... ..... ..... Psychology THOMAS B. PINTER ............ .. . Psychology/Philosophy 
ANDREA SUE DICKERSON .... Elementary Education BRENDAN D. QUINN ....................... Political Science 
JASON R. DODSON ................. .. ... American Studies JACQUEL!NE ANN RAUH ........... Sport Management 
SARAH E. DOLAN ..... .................. Finance/Marketing BETH-ANN RICCI .. ................. Elementary Education 
KELLY PATRICE DOUGHERTY .......... Communication TRACI LYNN RILEY .... ..... ........... Mathematics/History 
HEATHER NOELLE DUFFEY ......... History/Psychology AMY EILEEN SCARCELLA .. .... .. .. .. ... Political Science 
ANDREW THOMAS DULMES ................. ... ... ..... English JENNIFER BROOKS SCOTT ....... ... ..... .... .. .. ... ..... History 
MARGARET MARY DUNN .... ..... International Studies KATHLEEN M . SHEA ...................... . American Studies 
KRISTIN ANNE EISINGER ... ..... Elementary Education STEPHANIE LEIGH SMITH ..... ....... .. Health Information 
CHAD A. ENGELBERT ............................ . Accounting Specialist 
KATHLEEN MARY EVANS ... ..... .. History RADHA SUGUMARAN .... . ... ... .. .. .. ....... Biology 
ELIZABETH LYNN FAIGLE ........ .. ........... .... Accounting HEATHER MARIE TARCZAN ....... ......... .. .... Psychology 
ANN DILLON FARRELLY ........... ........ English/Theatre CAROLINA DAPHNE THOMPSON .................... History 
CHAD DOUGLAS FOLCK .. . .. . Pscyhology/Geology CAROLINA DAPHNE THOMPSON .... ... .. Premedicine 
ELIZABETH ANN FREEMAN ... ...... ................. .. .. English STEVE RAYMOND THORPE ........................ ....... History 
CAROLINE ELIZABETH GALLAGHER Education of the STEPHANIE LYNNE TYBURSKI . Elementary Education 
Handicapped/ Elementary Education LUKE JOSEPH URBINE ............... ... .. .... ........... .. Spanish 
ELIZABETH GLOVER .... ...................... Human Ecology KRISTINA ANN VanOVERSCHELDE .... Management 
JEANNE MARIE GRUBB ......... .... .. ... American Studies ALICIA MARIA VILLALOBOS ... ........ Communication 
KATHLEEN ANN GUDORF ..... Elementary Education JENNIFER MARIE VIOLI ....... . English/Communcation 
SARAH E. HALSALL .......... ...... ...... ...................... Hisfory RACHEL LYNN WAGNER .... ......... .. American Studies 
JODI MICHELLE HARVEY ........ .. .......... ... Premedicine CHRISTOPHER DOUGLAS WALES ... Communication 
JESSICA M. HEINZ .................. .. ... .... ....... ... ....... English LENNIE JO WELLS ................ .. Elementary Education 
EMILY JEAN HENSON .... ..... ...... ............ English/Hi~tory AMYE BARBARA WHITE ........ Elementary Education 
MICHAEL A. HERBENICK ....... ... .. ... . ··· ········ ·· ··· · aiology ANNA MARIE WHITE .......... ..... ............. ........... Biology 
BRIAN RICHARD HERZOG .... .. ........ ........... Marketing JILL K. WULFF .... .. ....................... ....................... English 
KERRY LYNN HUNT .... ..... ......... Accounting/Finance JEREMY s. YOUNGKIN .............. History 
JOEY LEEANDRA JACK ........ Elementary Education JOY ANNETTE YURCHISIN .... .. ............... .... Economics 
JULIA CATHERINE JANEGO .......... .. Communication SARA NIN ZIRCHER ................. . ... .......... .. ..... Biology 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully c ompleted an integrated academic curriculum 
program in Religious Studies. Philosophy . English. History . and the Social Sciences. 
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COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE 
SHAWN B. CARDEN ................ . ........... History BENJAMIN P. LOWE ...... .......... ......................... History 
RANDY T. CARVER ........... American Studies/English JEFFREY P. LUCAS ...... ..... ........... .. .... .. ........... .. . History 
JERRY E. COBURN .. ..... .. ................. ... .. .. .... . .. Geology AMYE . SCARCELLA ..................... ... Political Science 
JAMES L. COE 11 .. .... ........ ........... .......... Management ADRIAN L. SIMMONS ............ Elementary Education 
JOSEPH D. DAVIS .. .. ......... ... .. ............... Management of the Handicapped 
MARC J. HORSTMAN .... .... Mechanical Engineering JAMES M . TRUE ...... .......... ....... .......... Criminal Justice 
JONATHAN W. JENKINS ................... Criminal Justice ANNA M . WHITE ....................... ...... ................. Biology 
ANTHONY T. KOLBER .... ...... ...... .. Computer Science THOMAS J. WUESTEFELD .. Mechanical Engineering 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
JENNIFER M . CORNEILLE .. Mechanical Engineering 
MULTIPLE MAJORS 
BROOKE E. ACUFF ... .. Spanish/International Studies 
KATHERINE LEE ATTEA ........ Communication/English 
GUY ELLIOTT BARRETTA ... ... Political Science/History 
KATHERINE LYNN BAUMAN English/Communication 
JULIE M . BEHRENS ....... Economics/Political Science 
MARK HENRY BIEBUYCK .... English/Communication 
BRIAN ANTHONY BISIG .... .... Music/Communication 
REBECCA ANN BOEHMAN ........ Finance/Marketing 
EILEEN DANIELlE BONCELA ................ English/History 
ELIZABETH LYNN BOUNDSMusic/Music Performance 
SARAH MARIE BURDULIS .. Management/Marketing 
TARA LYNN CATTIE .... . Spanish/International Studies 
FREDERICK U. A. CEDOZ .... Political Science/History 
ANDREW CRAYS ............ Manufacturing Engr Tech/ 
Mechanical Engr Tech 
SARAH E. DOLAN ... . ...... ......... .... Finance/Marketing 
ROBERT R. DUDA JR ..... .. ............. . Economics/English 
HEATHER NOELLE DUFFEY .......... History/Psychology 
ANN DILLON FARRELLY .. .... .... .. ... .. .... English/Theatre 
CHAD DOUGLAS FOLCK ....... Psychology/Geology 
JULIE CHRISTINE FREUND .... .... Finance/Economics 
MICHAEL W. GRUNENWALD .... ..... Political Science/ 
Philosophy 
SEAN CEDRIC HALPIN .............. Spanish/Psychology 
ANDREW MICHAL HELD .... ....... .. Marketing/Finance 
EMILY JEAN HENSON ... ....... ...... ........... English/History 
KERRY LYNN HUNT .... ... ............ Accounting/Finance 
MATTHEW G . HURRAY ....... ....... Economics/Finance 
MATTHEW PATRICK LARNER .. ....... Communication/ 
Sociology 
JASON EDGAR LENIHAN ......... Finance/Accounting 
COLLEEN RENEE LINNERT .. English/Communication 
JOSEPH PATRICK LOMBARDO . Finance/Economics 
THOMAS PHILIP LYNCH ............. English/Psychology 
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MELANIE ASIDAO MAYUGA .. Spanish/International 
Studies 
AMYLYNN JEAN MILLER ... Communication/Spanish 
SARA K. MINER ... Computer Science/Mathematics 
MONICA MARIE MOELL .......... Accounting/Finance 
ERICH DANIEL MORMAN Mathematics/Economics 
LISA ANN NEFF ............................ Psychology/English 
ROBERT CHRISTINA NIENBURG .... . Communication/ 
Photography 
LORI ANN PAYNE Communication/Political Science 
THOMAS B. PINTER ............... Psychology/Philosophy 
DFEBROA C. PREISSLER ........... Accounting/Finance 
JOHN DAVID QUINN ................ Theatre/Psychology 
TRACI LYNN RILEY ..... ............... History/Mathematics 
JOSE JAVIER RODRIGUEZ ........ Accounting/Finance 
RICHARD JAMES SCAIA .. Management/Marketing 
JOHN R. SCHOEN .......... Marketing/Finance 
LISA JANE SCHULTZ ............ . Religious Studies/History 
HOLLY CHRISTINE SECREST .. .. ............ Management/ 
Accounting 
DEREK ALLAN SEEBER ... ......... Physics/Mathematics 
MICHAEL PATRICK SESSA .............. Criminal Justice/ 
Psychology 
FRED ALBERT SHEPPARD ... ....... ....... Criminal Justice/ 
Communication 
YVONNE M . SOLLER ............ Management/Finance 
SEAN PATRICK TUNNING . Mathematics/Economics 
THOMAS EDWARD UJVAGI ...... .... ...... Management 
Information Systems/ Accounting 
JENNIFER MARIE VIOLI ..... .. English/Communication 
DANIEL J. VOLZ .................. English/Communication 
ROBERT M. WILLSON .. ............. Mathematics/Physics 
FAROOQ AZAM WIRK .. Physics/Computer Science 
SPECIAL AW ARDS 
Accounting-The Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Accounting-donated by Jerome 
E. Westendorf. '43. and Warren A. Kappeler . '41 . 
MARIE P. YINGLING 
Accounting-The Award of Merit in Recognition of 
Outstanding Achievement-donated by the Ohio 
Society of Certified Public Accountants. Dayton 
Chapter. 
DENNIS J. DUCHENE (Co-winner) 
MONICA M. MOELL (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Accounting Career Award to a 
Student Exhibiting Great Potential in the Account-
ing Profession-donated by The Institute of Man-
agement Accountants. Dayton Chapter. 
THOMAS H. CRAWFORD (Co-winner) 
WILLIAM A. CRAWFORD (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Clark - Eley - Fioriti Award for Out-
standing Service to the Department of Account-
ing-donated by the Alumni and Faculty of the 
Departmnent of Accounting. 
MICHELLE L. NIEDZWIECKI 
Anthropology-The Margaret Mary Emonds Huth 
Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Anthropology-donated by Dr. Edward A. 
Huth. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Arts and Science.9-The Dean Leonard A. Mann. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in the College of Arts and Sciences-donated by 
Joseph Zusman . '65. 
ANNE MARIEL YNCH 
Athletic.9-The Reverend Charles L. Collins. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to an Athlete for Outstanding 
Citizenship-donated by Joseph Zusman. '65. 
AMY BOOMERSHINE 
Athletic.9-The Reverend Charles R. Kendall. '29. 
Memorial Award of Excellence for Achievement in 
Academic and Athletic Effort-donated by Mrs. 
Charles R. Kendall and friends. 
RYAN HUYGHE 
Athletic.9-The John L. Macbeth Memorial Award to 
the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete in Football and 
Basketball. The recipient must have completed five 
or more terms and won a varsity letter. 
JOSHUA LEMMON - FOOTBALL 
MAURICE BEY/NA - BASKETBALL 
Biology-The John E. Dlugos. Jr .. Memorial Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in 
Biology-donated by Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dlugos. 
DANA LDOUGHERTY 
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Biology-The Graduate Teaching Award of Excel-
lence to a Teaching Assistant for the Outstanding 
Teaching of Advanced Biology Laboratory Classes. 
M. ERIC BENBOW 
Biology-The Brother Russell A. Joly. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to the Student Who Best Combines Ex-
cellence in Biology and Genuine Appreciation of 
Nature. 
ELIZABETH M. ROGERS(Co-winner) 
JULIE M. COUNTESS (Co-winner) 
Biology-The Gerald L. Willis Award of Excellence to 
a teaching assistantforthe Outstanding Teaching of 
Introductory Biology Laboratory Classes. 
MOLLIE WALTON 
Business Administration-The Reverend Raymond A. 
Roesch. S.M .. Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement in the Master of Business 
Administration Program-donated by Bank One. 
JOHN H. BOSKO (Co-winner) 
VICTORIA A. WRIGHT(Co-winner) 
Business Administration-The Miriam Rosenthal 
Award of Excellence to a Graduating Senior in the 
School of Business Administration-donated by Dean 
Will iam J. Hoben. 
THOMAS HENRY CRAWFORD (Co-winner) 
WILLIAM ARNOLD CRAWFORD (Co-winner) 
MARIE PAULINE YINGLING (Co-winner) 
Business Administration-The Mark T. Schneider 
Award to a Senior in the School of Business Adminis-
tration Who Has Combined Academic Excellence 
with Service to the University and the Community-
donated by family and friends in his memory. 
TODD RIC HARD HERZOG 
Business Education-The National Business Educa-
tion Association Award of Merit in Recognition of 
Outstanding Achievement. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Campus Ministry-The Marianist Award for Volun-
tary Service to a Graduating Senior Who Has Earned 
Distinction Through Voluntary Service to the Com-
munity-donated by the Marianists of the University 
of Dayton. 
KRISTI M. SCHULENBERG (Co-winner) 
RYAN PATRICK DOWNING (Co-winner) 
Campus Ministry-The Brother Wottle Campus Minis-
try Award: • An award of appreciation for service to 
Campus Ministry.· 
JENNIFER MARIE VIOL/ 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Victor 
Emanuel. ' 15. Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Chemical Engineering-sponsored by 
the University of Dayton Alumni Association since 
1962. 
KIMBERLEY A. GIFFORD (Co-winner) 
RYAN J. KRUPP (Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Edmund 
J. Rolinski Memorial Award of Excellence in Leader-
ship and Service. 
MICHELINA M. DECKER (Co-winner) 
KATHLEEN H. WEAVER(Co-winner) 
ERICE. JANZ(Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Robert 
G. Schenck Memorial Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Chemical Engineering-do-
nated by Stanley L. Lopata. 
JEREMY D. FOCHT 
Chemistry-American Chemical Society Award. 
DAVE M. KARNAK 
Chemistry-American Institute of Chemists· Award . 
JENNIFER L. WINDHOLTZ 
Chemistry-The Brother George J. Geisler. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Student in 
Chemistry-donated by Joseph Poelking . '32. 
JENNIFER A. TRAUTH 
Chemistry-The Ario D. Harris Assistance Fund for 
Chemistry to a deserving First Year student majoring 
In Chemistry. 
MATTHEW JUHASC/K (Co-winner) 
ROBERT DOLLINGER (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Bernard J. Katchman Memorial 
Scholarship to an Entering First-Year Student Major-
ing in Chemistry. 
ADAM D. McFARLAND 
Chemistry-The Brother John J. Lucier. S.M .. Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior Majoring in 
Chemistry-donated by a friend. 
GAYLE A. LINK 
Chemistry-The Sherwin-Williams Chemistry Scholar-
ship to an Outstanding Sophomore and Junior ma-
joring in Chemistry. 
GAYLE A. LINK (Co-winner) 
SARAH REILLY (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Philip Zaidain Memorial Award to a 
Deserving Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
CONNIE MARTIN 
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Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineer-
ing Mechanic.9-The George A. Barrett. '28. Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Civil Engi-
neering-donated by family and friends in his 
memory. 
BENJAMIN VanDEWEGHE 
Civil and Environmental Engineering-The Harry F. 
Finke. '02. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Civil Engineering-sponsored by the Univer-
sity of Dayton Alumni Association since 1962. 
AARON MATSON (Co-winner) 
TRAVIS BUTZ (Co-winner) 
Communication-Broadcasting-The Omar Williams 
Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Student in 
Broadcasting-donated by the University of Day-
ton. 
TIMOTHY D. SCHULZ (Co-winner) 
TIMOTHY M. FRIES (Co-winner) 
Communication-Debating-The Mary Elizabeth 
Jones Memorial Award of Excellence to an Out-
standing Debator-donated by Dr. D. G. Reilly.. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Communication-Journalism-The Ritter Collett 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Journalism. This is awarded annually to the student 
who best demonstrates in his/her person and writ-
ings the qualities of Mr. Collett that the University 
hopes will serve as an inspiration to the Journalism 
students. 
JENNIFER L. BACH 
Communication-Journalism-The Brother George 
F. Kohles. S.M. . Award of Excellence in Journalism--
donated by a friend. 
AMYL YNN J. MILLER 
Communication-Mass Media Arts-The Si Burick 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Academic 
and Co-curricular Achievement in Mass Media Arts-
donated by the University of Dayton. 
STANLEY H. HEIST 
Communication-Public Relations-The PRSA 
Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinction to the Out-
standing Senior in Public Relations-donated by the 
Dayton-Miami Valley Chapter of the Public Rela-
tions Society of America. 
ERIN C. SISLOWSKI 
Communication-Speech Arts-The Reverend 
Vincent Vasey. S.M. . Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Speech Arts-donated by the 
Reverend Vincent Vasey, S.M. 
GINGER F. BIHN 
CommunlcatiorrThe Bette Rogge Morse Aword to 
the Outstanding Senior Woman in Communication. 
CECILIA A BOSTICCO 
CommunicatiorrThe Faculty Aword for Academic 
Excellence to the Senior with the Highest Cumula-
tive and Major Grade Point Averages-donated by 
the Faculty of the Department of Communication. 
BRIAN A. BISIG 
Communication-The Ellen M. Murphy Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Communi-
cation Management. 
JASON E. COMBS 
Computer Science-The Addison-Wesley Senior 
Book Aword for Excellence in Computer Science; 
Computer Information Systems-donated by the 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 
SARA MINER CPS 
JOHN KOEHL CIS 
Computer Science-Alumni Aword of Excellence in 
the Senior Class. 
ELIZABETH SIMON 
Computer Science--GKM Systems Aword for Inno-
vative Programming. 
BRIAN MORRIS 
Continuing EducatiorrThe Nora Duffy Aword to a 
reentry student who has overcome significant ob-
stacles in order to complete a college degree. 
CATHLENE THOMAS-HERNANDEZ 
Cooperative EducatiorrAword of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Business Administration-sponsored by the Mead 
Corporation Foundation. 
JILL C. LEESMAN 
Cooperative EducatiorrAword of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Computer Science-Computer Information Systems-
sponsored by the Morathon Oil Foundation. 
ROBERT T. BEYKE 
Cooperative EducatiorrAword of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Engineering-sponsored by the Dayton Power and 
Light Company. 
MARK FAHNER 
Cooperative EducatiorrAword of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Engineering Technology-sponsored by Eorl C. lselin, 
Jr .. in honor of his father. 
CARRIE (HALL) PERRY 
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Criminal Justice-The Sheriff Beno Keiter Memorial 
Scholorship Aword to the Outstanding Criminal Jus-
tice Junior or Senior-donated by friends of Beno 
Keiter. 
JILL M. GUGINO 
Economics-The Dr. E. B. O'Leary Aword of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in Eco-
nomics-donated by Bank One. 
JOY A YURCHIS/N (Co-winner) 
KATHLEEN CARNEY(Co-winner) 
Electrical Engineering-The Thomas R. Armstrong. 
'38. Aword of Excellence for Outstanding Electrical 
Engineering Achievement in memory of Brother Ulrich 
Rappel. S.M .. and W. Frank Armstrong-donated by 
Thomas R. Armstrong. '38. 
PAUL HARTKE 
Electrical Engineering-The Anthony Horvath. '22 
and Elmer Steger. ·22. Aword of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering-do-
nated by Anthony Horvath. '22 . and Elmer Steger. 
'22. 
RICHARD KUTTER (Co-winner) 
ALEX WILLIAMSON (Co-winner) 
Electrical Engineering-The Brother Louis H. Rose . 
S.M .. '33 . Aword of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Junior in Electrical Engineering. 
ANDREW HATCH 
Electrical Engineering-The Mary C. Millette Endow-
ment Award for the Outstanding Senior Electrical 
Engineering student In memory of Mary C. Millette. 
RICHARD KUTTER (Co-winner) 
ALEX WILLIAMSON (Co-winner) 
Electronic Engineering Technology-The Richard R. 
Hazen Award of Excellence for the Outstanding 
Graduate of the Electronic Engineering Technology 
Program-donated by the alumni and friends of the 
Department. 
CRAIG F. HEJL 
Elementary EducatiorrThe George A. Pflaum. '25. 
Aword of Excellence to the Outstanding Student In 
Elementary School Teacher Education-donated 
by George A. Pflaum. Jr. 
KEMBA N. HUBBARD (Co-winner) 
AMYE B. WHITE (Co-winner) 
Engineering Technology-The L. Duke Golden Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Engineer-
ing Technology-donated by the Gamma Beta 
Chapter of Tau Alpha Pi Honor Society. 
MARIE PERRY 
English-The Father Adrian J. McCarthy . S.M .. Aword 
of Excellence to a Graduate Assistant for Achieve-
ment In Teaching First-year English-donated by a 
friend. 
PATRICIA A. DELAMER (Co-winner) 
KEVIN G. GLADISH (Co-winner) 
English-The Brother Thomas P. Price, S. M .. A word of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in English-
donated by the U.D. Mothers· Club. 
LAURA J. FETSKO 
English-The Patricia B. Labadie Aword for Excel-
lence in Composition. 
DALLAS E. MOUNT 
English-TheAlexG. TussServiceAwardtotheGradu-
atlng Senior with an Outstanding Record of Service 
to the Department and the University-donated by 
the Tuss Family. 
JENN/FR M. VIOL/ 
English EducatiorrThe Dr. Horry E. Hand Memorial 
Aword of Excellence-donated by the faculty of 
the Department of English and of the School of 
Education. 
SARAH A. BUNGER 
Environmental Biology-The Enviornmental Biology 
Aword of Excellence to the Outstanding Environ-
mental Biology Major who Excel, In all Areas of 
Acacdemic Scholarship and Overall Service. 
KELLYE. ADLER 
Environmental Biology-The Environmental Biology 
Internship Achievement Aword of Excellence to the 
Environmental Biology Major who has Demonstrated 
Significant Achievement while Pursuing Practical 
Experience through the Internship Program. 
SEASON R. SNYDER 
Environmental Engineering Technology-The David 
I. Gross Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Graduate in Environmental Engi11eering Technol-
ogy. 
TR/NOA L. LUDWIG 
Finance--Aword of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior Majoring in Finance. 
MONICA MOELL 
Finance-The Department of Economics and Fi-
nance. Douglas R. Scott "Best Efforts Aword· to the 
Finance Major Deemed to Have Worked the Hord-
est Both In and Out of the Classroom. 
JOSEPH P. LOMBARDO (Co-winner) 
JULIE FREUND (Co-winner) 
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General Excellence-The Mary M. Shay Award of 
Excellence in Both Academic and Extracurriculor 
Activities (seniors only)-donated by the Poelking 
Family. 
KEM/ OGUNJ/MI 
Geology-The George H. Springer Scholarship to 
the Outstanding Senior in the Geology Depart-
ment-donated by alumni of the Department. 
KATHLEEN T. HAGAN 
Health. Physical Education and Sport Science-The 
Thomas J. Frericks Aword of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Sport Management-donated by 
the /acuity of the School of Education. 
JACQUELINE ANN RAUH 
Health. Physical Education and Sport Science-The 
James M. Landis Memorial Award of Excellence for 
the Outstanding Physical and Health Educatiori Se-
nior in Science Core Courses. 
JESS/CA JANE STUART 
Health. Physical Education and Sport Science-The 
James B. LaVanche Aword of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Scholer-Athlete graduating in the De-
partment of Physical and Health Education-do-
nated by the faculty and alumni of the department. 
JESSICA JANE STUART 
Health. Physical Education and Sport Science-The 
John L. Macbeth Memorial Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Student in Physical and Health 
Education-donated by Mrs. John L. Macbeth. 
JESSICA JANE STUART 
History-The Coraline Beauregord Aword of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Junior Majoring in History-
donated by family and friends in her memory. 
GARY J. ADLER 
History-The Dr. Samuel E. Flook Aword of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in History-
donated by Dr. Samuel E. Flook. 
SARAH E. HALSAL 
History-The Betty Ann Perkins Aword for Excellence 
in Women 's and Family History- donated by her 
family. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
History-The Sieiner-Beauregord Phi Alpha Theta 
Service Award-for Significant Service Promoting 
the Activities of the Delta Eta Chapter (Delta Eta 
Chapter members only)-donated by Dr. Rocco M. 
Donatelli. 
SARAH E. HALSAL 
History-The Dr. George Ruppel. S.M .. Award of Ex-
cellence In Historical Research. 
HEATHER N. DUFFEY 
Human Ecology-The Elizabeth L. Schroeder Award 
of Excellence to on Outstanding Senior in the De-
portment of Human Ecology for Academic . Depart-
mental. and Professional Performance. 
RENEE MARIE EYINK 
Humanities-The Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the 
Humanities Senior with the Strongest Quantitative 
and Qualitative Record in Elective Science Courses. 
ELIZABETH A SIMON 
Industrial Engineering Technology-The Jomes L. 
McGraw Award to the Outstanding Graduate of 
the Industrial Engineering Technology Program-
donated by the Dayton Chapter of the Institute of 
Industrial Engineers. 
CARRIE MARIE PERRY 
Industrial Engineering Technology-The Raymond B. 
Puckett Memorial Award to the Outstanding Junior 
in Industrial Engineering T echnology-donoted by 
the Dayton Chapter of thfl Institute of Industrial 
Engineers. 
MARY ANN HANAGAN 
Languages-The Brother John R. Perz. S.M .. Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Modern 
Languages. 
ELIZABETH SIMON (Co-winner) 
AMYL YNN J. MILLER (Co-winner) 
Languages-French-The Brother George J. 
McKenzie . S.M .. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in French-donated by a friend. 
NO AWARD G/VIN THIS YEAR 
Languages-Spanish-The Dr. Jomes M. Ferrigno 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Spanish-donated by Enrique Romoguero and Mory 
A. Ferrigno. 
ELIZABETH SIMON (Co-winner) 
AMYL YNN J. MILLER (Co-winner) 
Library-The Brother Fronk Ruhlman . S.M .. Award of 
Excellence for Literary Achievement. 
DEBORAH ELLEN BRIGADE 
Management-The Charles Huston Brown. '20 . 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Business Administration in memory of Brother William 
Hoebe. S.M.-donoted by C. Huston Brown. ·20. 
KRISTINE VanOVERSHELDE 
Management-The Maurice F. Krug . '51 . Award of 
Excellence to on Outstanding Senior in the Deport-
ment of Management. 
HOLLY SECREST 
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Management-The Reynolds and Reynolds Com-
pany Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Woman in the Deportment of Management-spon-
sored by the Reynolds and Reynolds Company. 
CONSTANCE FERGUSON 
Management-The Standard Register Company 
Award of Excellence to on Outstanding Senior in the 
Deportment of Management-sponsored by the 
Standard Register Company. 
RICHARD SCAIA 
Management-The Woll Street Journal Student 
Achievement Award to on Outstanding Senior ma-
joring in Management-sponsored by Dow Jones 
and Company. Inc. 
JENNIFER SHELDON 
Management Information Systems-Scholarship 
Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement. 
DANIEL RYAN ROTH 
Management Information Systems-Outstanding 
Student Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS for 
Outstanding Contribution5 to the MIS program. 
NICOLE LEE RODERER 
Management Information Systems-Design Project 
Award to the Team Producing the Best Senior Year 
MIS Project. 
"MONTGOMERY COUNfY SCIENCE DAY" 
JAY D. CONWAY 
KRISTY K. KURTZMAN 
KIMBERLY A PLUCINSKY 
DANIEL R. ROTH 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Day-
ton Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
Award of Excellenced for Manufacturing Engineer-
ing Technology Achievement. 
WARREN L. BARNES 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Day-
ton Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Graduat-
ing Senior in Manufacturing Engineering Technol-
ogy. THOMAS M. ERVIN 
Marketing-The Marketing Award of Excellence to 
the Graduating Senior in Marketing for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement. 
WILLIAM ALAN SIEBENTHALER Ill (Co-winner) 
TODD HERZOG (Co-winner) 
Marketing-The Marketing Career Award to the 
Graduating Student Exhibiting the ·Greatest Poten-
tial in Marketing. 
REBECCA A BOEHMAN (Co-winner) 
LIBERTY RALSTON (Co-winner) 
Marketing-The Marketing Service Award to the 
Student Who Hos Earned Distinction Through Volun-
tary Service to the University. the Community. and 
the Marketing Profession. 
MICHAEL DONALDSON (Co-winner) 
CAROLINE BARN/ (Co-winner) 
Mathematics-The Faculty Award of Excellence in 
Mathematics. 
SARA K. MINER 
Mathematics-The Pi Mu Epsilon Award of Excel-
lence in the Sophomore Closs. 
ANDREW J. HETZEL (Co-winner) 
JOSEPH T. HUELSMAN (Co-winner) 
Mathematics EducatiorrBro. Joseph W. Stander. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence to a Graduating Senior in 
the Teacher Certification Program with a Principal 
Teaching Field in Mathematics. 
MATTHEW P. CORDONNIER 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Closs 
of '02 Award of Excellence for Outstanding Me-
chanical Engineering Achievement-donated by 
Michael J. Gibbons. ·02. in memory of Worner H. 
Kiefober. '05. 
ELLA KUBICEK 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Ber-
nard F. Hollenkomp. '39. Memorial Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior In Mechanical Engi-
neering-donated by Louis A. and Mrs. Lucille 
Hollenkomp. 
ELIZABETH KARLA (Co-winner) 
WILLIAM P. KING (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Mor-
tin C. Kuntz. · 12. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Junior in Mechanical Engineering-spon-
sored by the University of Dayton Alumni Association 
since 1962. DAVID T. MARTIN 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The 
Brother Andrew R. Weber. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
for Outstanding Service and Achievement in Me-
chanical Engineering. 
MIRANDA L. GOUBEAUX 
Mechanical Engineering Technology-The Dayton 
Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers Award 
of Excellence for Mechanical Engineering Technol-
ogy Achievement. 
BRITTON CRATES 
Mechanical Engineering Technology-The Jesse H. 
Wilder Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Graduating Senior in Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nology-sponsored by the Dayton Chapter. Society 
of Manufacturing Engineers. Est. 1972 
JOHN BRIAN STITT 
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Military Science-Deportment of the Army Award. 
The Superior Cadet Award , provided by the Deport-
ment of the Army. presented to the outstanding 
cadet of each academic year. 
CADET BEAU WILLIAMSON-FIRST-YEAR STUDENT 
CADET STEPHEN BATTLE-SOPHMORE 
CADET BRIAN HOLTZ-JUNIOR 
CADET JERRY COBURN-SENIOR 
Military Science-The Lieutenant Robert M. Wallace. 
· 65. Memorial Award to the Outstanding Junior ROTC 
Scholarship Cadet-donated by his family and 
friends. 
CADEi JOHN STERN 
Music-The Brother Joseph J. Mervor. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to on Outstanding Student Majoring in 
Music. 
BRIANB/SIG 
Music-Music Div~ion Senior Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to the University Bonds. 
GRAHAM KAISER 
Music-Outstanding Contribution to the University 
Orchestra. 
JOANNA WINTER (Co-winner) 
YAZMIN VALENCIA (Co-winner) 
Music-Deportment of Music Service Award. 
TANYA BLANKENHORN(Co-winner) 
JEREMY LATORRE (Co-winner) 
Music-Outstanding Contribution to University Vo-
cal Ensembles. 
ELIZABETH BOUNDS 
Music-Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor Award for 
Musicianship. Scholarship, and General Contribu-
tions to the College Chapter. 
LISA SULLENBERGER 
Music-Sigma Alpha Iota Professional Music Frater-
nity Honor Certificate to the Chapter's Graduating 
Senior Who Has Attained the Highest Scholastic 
Roting. 
ELIZABETH BOUNDS 
Philosophy-The Award of Excellence to the First 
and Second Outstanding Seniors in Philosophy-
donated by the Reverend Charles Polichek. 
RITA M. BOWEN (Co-winner) 
MICHAEL W. GRUNENWALD (Co-winner) 
Philosophy-The Richard R. Baker Award for Excel-
lence in Philosophy to a Graduating Student Who 
Hos Earned Distinction in the Study of Philosophy 
Through Commitment to Philosophical Inquiry and 
Assisting Other Undergraduate Students in Their Pur-
suit of Philosophical Studies. 
RITA M. BOWEN 
Philosophy-The Reverend Charles C. Bloemer. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior 
Majoring in Philosophy-donated by a friend. 
ELIZABETH M. ROHLMAN 
Physics-The Caesar Castro Award of Excellence to 
a Sophomore for Outstanding Scholarship in the 
General Physics Lecture and Laboratory Sequence--
donated in memory of Caesar Castro by Mrs. C. C. 
Castro and the Department of Physics. 
JUSTIN. 8. BIDDLE 
Physics-The Sigma Pi Sigma Award of Merit to a 
Senior in Recognition of Outstanding Academic 
Achievement and Involvement in Physics-spon-
sored by the Department of Physics and the Sigma 
Pi Sigma Honor Society of the Society of Physics 
Students. 
ANTHONY J. WIMMERS (Co-winner) 
ROBERT M. WILLSON (Co-winner) 
Political Science-The Brother Albert H. Rose . S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Political Science-donated by Joseph Zusman. · 65. 
MICHAEL W. GRUNENWALD (Co-winner) 
HEATHER M. CLARK(Co-winner) 
Political Science-The Eugene W. Stenger. ·30 Me-
morial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Junior in Political Science-donated by Mrs. Eugene 
W. Stenger. 
MICHAEL F. COSROVE (Co-winner) 
JOSEPH A. KROEGER (Co-winner) 
Premedicine-The Brother Francis John Molz Memo-
rial Award to the Outstanding Senior In Premedlcine. 
This Is awarded annually to the student who best 
demonstrates the qualities of unselfishness. commu-
nity service . and academic achievement. Spon-
sored by Alpha Epsilon Delta. 
ELIZABETH M. ROGERS 
Premedicine-Montgomery County Medical Award 
to the Outstanding Senior in the Premedical Curricu-
lum. 
MICHAEL A HERBENICK 
Psychology---The Kenneth J. Kuntz Award for Out-
standing Service-donated by the Department of 
Psychology Faculty. 
KATHERINE E. BROWN 
Psychology---The Reverend Raymond A. Roesch. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Stu-
dent in Psychology-donated by the Reverend 
Raymond A. Roesch . S.M .. '36. 
WENDY M. FRANKO (Co-winner) 
MELANIE A MICHAUD (Co-winner) 
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Religious Studies-The WIiiiam Joseph Chaminade 
Award of Excellence in memory of Mr. and Mrs. 
George W. Dickson . to the Outstanding Student in 
Theology-donated by the Reverend John Dickson . 
S.M .. '36. 
KRISTI M. SCHULENBERG (Co-winner) 
JOSEPH M. PUHL (Co-winner) 
Religious Studies-The Monsignor J. Dean McFarland 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior 
Majoring in Theological Studies. 
JENNIFER L. ALCINI 
School of Education-The William A. Beitzel Award 
for the Outstanding Student in Education of the 
Handicapped-donated by Dean Ellis A. Joseph. 
STEPHANIE L. FARLEY 
School of Education-The Raymond and Beulah 
Horn Award for an Outstanding Student in the Edu-
cation of the Developmentally Handicapped-do-
nated by Dean Ellis A. Joseph. 
SARAH J. CUSACK 
School of Education-The Daniel L. Leary Award for 
the Outstanding Research and Development Activ-
ity by a Student Seeking Teacher Certification in the 
School of Education-donated by Dean Ellis A. Jo-
seph. 
CLEOTHAS SYPH 
School of Education-The Frank and Lois New Award 
for Outstanding Achievement to a Graduating Se-
nior in the Teacher Certification Program With a 
Principal Teaching Field In Developmentally Handi-
capped-donated by Frank and Lois New. 
JULIANNE MORBER 
School of Education-The Reverend George J. 
Renneker. S.M .. Award of Excellence for Outstand-
ing Achievement in Teacher Education. 
PAULA J. KIRC/'I (Co-winner) 
JOANNA C. WINTER (Co-winner) 
Secondary Education-The Brother Louis J. Faerber. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Stu-
dent in Secondary School Teacher Education-do-
nated by the University of Dayton Mothers· Club. 
JENNIFER A HAGEN 
Social Work-The Joseph Zusman . '65, Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Social Work 
Studies-donated by Joseph Zusman . '65. 
COLLEEN E. CLIFFORD (Co-winner) 
COLLEEN M. FALK(Co-winner) 
Sociology---The Dr. Edward A. Huth Silver Anniver-
sary Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Stu-
dent in Sociology-donated by Joseph Zusman. · 65. 
TONYA M. McKEE 
Sociology---The Dr. Martin Luther King Memorial 
Award in Human Relations for Excellence in Scholar-
ship. Christian Leadership . and the Advancement of 
Brotherhood and Sisterhood-donated by Dr. Ed-
ward A. Huth. 
JANEE. KAUFLIN (Co-winner) 
LAURA M. ROBERTS (Co-winner) 
Sociology---The Reverend Andrew L. Seebold Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Sociol-
ogy. 
MELISSA M. KLENKE (Co-winner) 
BRIAN M. STARKS (Co-winner) 
Theatre-The Dr. G . Award Recognizes a Graduat-
ing Senior who has Demonstrated a Willingness to 
Involve Themselves in the Wide Spectrum of Theatri-
cal Production on the Boll Theatre Mainstage. 
ANN Dill ON FARRELLY 
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University Advancement-Award of Excellence for 
Contribution of Service to the Community. 
BIG BROTHERS/ BIG SISTERS 
Visual Arts-Fine Arts-The Mary Ann Dunsky Award 
to an Outstanding Senior in Studio Arts. 
KA TE WEIGAND 
Visual Arts-Fine Arts-The Professor Bela Horvath 




Academic costumes ore as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some 
form of clerical or priestly garb worn by the students and faculty in the Middle Ages. In Europe. each institution 
seems to hove its own variant of costume. but in America academic costume follows a uniform code drown 
up by a special commission in 1895. The code hos three main ports; that is . it deals with cops . gowns. and 
hoods. 
The Oxford type cop or mortar-board seems to hove evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance 
churchmen. It is always block and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet is reserved for 
doctors. The tassel worn with the cop hos three variations. First . it may be block for any degree. Second. it 
may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted. Third . a tassel mode of gold metallic thread 
Is reserved to doctors and governing officials of institutions. At the moment the degree is awarded. the tassel 
is switched from the right to the left side of the cop. 
Gowns. which according to the code ore all block. ore of three kinds. The bachelor's gown Is a relatively 
simple kind falling in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long 
pointed sleeves. Master's gowns ore set apart by a peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves whereby the 
arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve dongles and terminates around 
the knee of the wearer in a square end into which a semi-circle is cut. In 1960. however. the gown was 
modified. In place of the elbow slit. on opening wcs mode at the wrist and the gown was mode to close. The 
doctor's gown is on elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well 
as by three bars of the some material on the bell shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns 
and unlike them may be ornamented in color. Both the paneling and the sleeve bars may show the faculty 
In which the degree was awarded. 
The hood alone clearly shows the level of the degree. the faculty in which it was given. and the institution 
which awarded it. The level of the degree is shown by the size of the hood. the width of the velvet trimming. 
and in the case of the doctor. by the shape. The bachelor 's. the master's. and doctor's hoods ore three feet . 
three and one-half feet . and four feet long respectively. The velvet trimming in the some order is two . three. 
and five inches. This extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. To make a more comfortable fit . it 
is allowed to narrow to the neck bond. This some trimming identifies the faculty in which the degree was 
awarded. For each faculty there is a corresponding color so a glance at the trimming is all that is needed to 
identify the faculty. The institution which awarded the degree is Indicated by the colored lining. Dayton hoods 
ore lined with cardinal red silk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron. 
The color of the faculty referred to above indicates the field in which the degree was token. The colors 
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The University of Dayton 
ANTHEM 
On mountain high and hillside, 
O'ver meadow and through dell 
In busy mart and hamlet, 
Where hearts their story tell, 
A clarion voice is ringing, 
It rises, now it falls 
Arouse, all ye of Dayton, 
Your Alma Mater calls. 
U.D. , we hear you calling, 
Fidelity's the test, 
Your sons and daughters answer from 
North, South, East and West, 
With measured tread advancing, 
Our emblem full in view, 
We sound your praise and pledge 
Our loyalty to the Red and Blue. 
